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Preface
As the 1992-93 academic year opened at the Rochester Institute of Technology
many young people would embark on a magnificent, though sometimes
arduous, journey - a journey which would ultimately shape each individual's
future in yet unknown ways. For some it would mark the beginning of a glorious
crusade into the realm of academia. A crusade to find knowledge, wisdom,
and self. For others it represented the end of that same noble auest. For me it
was both the beginning and the end (for now) of one of the greatest experiences
of my life; my college education.
The beginning of the 1992 fall quarter was a period of reflection and satisfaction.
I had survived the many trials and tribulations of my journey, so far, and I knew
that I was near its end. I was both ready and determined to finish my journey
into academia; whatever the cost. I had made many sacrifices and overcome
many obstacles to get where I was and would let nothing stand in my way now
that the end was in sight. The final leg of my journey, my MFA thesis, was about
to begin and I found myself anxious and fearful, as many others who had
reached this point (in their own journey's) before me must have felt, of what lay
ahead. Actually, now that I look back, I find that I was more frightened of the
word "thesis", which in my mind represented both the end of my present journey
and the beginning of many new ones, more than anything else. I was unsure of
myself and of the knowledge and wisdom that I had acquired throughout my
life. I questioned whether the knowledge and wisdom which I had amassed,
over the span of my 25 years, would be enough to produce a truly unique ana
powerful thesis. I could only hope that it would.
My final journey, my Thesis, began in the fall of 1992 and wouldn't conclude until
the spring of 1994. During this time I found myself struggling to achieve my
ultimate dream; finding knowledge and a sense of "self through education. I
found myself clinging to RIT, my home for the past seven years, and my freedom.
In a way I was unwilling to give up either one. When my journey is complete I
will inevitably go home, to New York City a place which is now unfamiliar, to
begin my career. My home in NYC is a place which I have occasionally visited;
but no longer the place that I live. And so I stood vigil in my present sanctuary,
RIT, a place which was familiar and a place which I care greatly about. My
deepest fearwas to go
"home"
and lose both my freedom and my "self". I
have grown during my time at RIT; I have changed. I am no longer the boy who
grew up on Staten Island in NYC. I am no longer the naive young man who first
stepped onto the RIT campus in 1987. My friends and, in some cases, my family
are here now; in Rochester -at RIT. I was confused and afraid, yet, I continued
my vigil. Now, as I write this document, I understand the importance of the past
eleven months. It wasn't merely the time in which I would finish my thesis and
conclude my education; it was much more important. This was the time in
which I would ultimately find my sense of "self". I am no longer the boy or naive
young man that I once was. I have grown strong in mind, heart, and soul. I
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have developed confidence in who I am and what I can achieve. It is not the
future which I find myself frightened of; it is the present. The future, I know, will
be filled with both success and failure; to think anything else would be foolish. In
this way I have truly grown. And so, with this document, I end my long vigil and
take the final few steps of my journey into academia; a journey which I will
always cherish.
.Introduction.
The Twentieth Century is rapidly coming to a close; the rushing flood waters of
technology have begun pouring into our homes. In recent years communication
technology has developed at an exponential rate. The development of digital
computers, cable TV, and interactive media have helped route the waters
directly to the consumer. The era of radio, television, and video has begun to
pass. A new age of laptop computers, cellular phones, digital images, and
interactive CD-ROM has given consumers an appetite for new technology.
The persistent development of technology has changed the way people work
and think. The separation between TV, radio, computers, telephones, and other
communication media will soon become indistinguishable from one another.
Current trends in communication technology have merged the best elements of
each medium to produce multi-media applications. A storm front of new
technology has landed and it brings with it the tide of change.
Multi-media applications will be the primary communication networks of the
Twenty-first Century - or so it seems at the present time. Videophones,
interactive books (in CD-I, CD-ROM, or Laser-disc format). Interactive (cable) TV
and archives (such as those presently used at the George Eastman House
Museum and within the Graphic Design Archive at RIT) are emerging to form the
foundation blocks of the current multi-media revolution.
Closed linear systems used in current book production and primary education
are quickly becoming obsolete. Recent developments in multi-media
communications have brought about new approaches to thinking, learning,
and teaching. The closed linear systems of book technology and sequential
learning are being overpowered by systems based on non-linear, or network,
modes of thought. AdTechwas developed as a prototype non-linear
interactive book based on the "network" (i.e. "web") theory of communication.
AdTech is a prototype Interactive Media (hypermedia) Network; which uses a
non-linear mode of communication as its foundation. The "Web" flowchart, the
AdTech Navigational Map (Appendix E), is the primary navigational tool and
the foundation element of the AdTech network. The "Web" map was derived
from a metaphor based on the web of a spider and was the primary element
used in the development of AdTech. The "web" flowchart may be represented
in either a symmetric or asymmetric mannerwhich aided in its usability as a tool
during the developmental stages ofAdTech. The main reason the web
metaphor was used was to promote the expandable nature of the AOTech
network. The user, ofAdTech, has full access to any area of the application
(as a spider would have access to its web) at all times (when working with the
application). The user has the ability to read/write notes, refer to and use a
interactive glossary and bibliography, and add their own notes, comments,
and/or evaluations to the current information within the AdTech network,
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The AdTech Interactive Media Network has been designed to parallel the
development of technology (through HyperCard) and grow with future use.
AdTechwas developed to be an interactive book which, through continued
use by students, educators, and professionals in design, will be able to grow into
(and eventually become) a limitless resource of knowledge.
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Preliminary Ideation.
During the last critique/meeting of the 1992 Spring Quarter/academic year
Professor R. Roger Remington suggested that I do some preliminary ideation, if
not actual research, in preparation for my thesis project which I would begin the
following fall. I had already been thinking about this within the last few weeks of
the quarter and during the meeting Prof. Remington and I discussed several of
the ideas which I had been pondering. One of the first ideas that I had come
up with dealt with the Cipe Pineles, Will Burtin, and William Golden archives
which had been acquired by the Graphic Design Archive - a design archive
and collection at RIT's Wallace Library. I had studied, basic, conservation and
preservation (of photographic works) procedures during my undergraduate
studies at RIT and thought that I might produce a series of
"archival"
as well as
educationally functional housings for a number of the pieces within the archive.
A second idea dealt with the study of archetypes (i.e. the hero's journey) - a
subject which I was introduced to by Prof. Remington as a part of the coursework
in his graduate graphic design class. Both ideas were put on the "back
burner"
so that I might continue my search for a topic over the summer.
Over the summer I began listing, both mentally and on paper (when a sheet or
scrap was available), topics which I thought would work well as a topic for my
MFA thesis, At this time I thought about an archetypal study of the characters
within the movie "StarWars" (a study which Prof. Remington had suggested
during a class the previous fall). I also thought about a similar study dealing with
the use of characters and people within advertisements. In July, during a visit to
the design studio, Prof. Remington gave me a copy of "In search of lost
women"
an article by Karrie Jacobs which he found in the April 1992 issue of "Metropolis";
he had highlighted text pertaining to the topic of collaborations of designers
(Appendix A). He thought that the topic might be of interest to me since my
undergraduate education had focused on photography; he seemed to feel
that I wouia understand and appreciate the issues of collaboration between
designers, artists, photographers, etc., more than some of the other students.
I briefly looked over the article and kept the topic on my list for the fall quarter,
By the first
"group"
meeting of the fall quarter I had a list of topics which ranged
from the aforementioned topics to: "a study of communication technology",
"advertising in the 21st century", "the computer magazine", "an identity system
for the Spirit (RIT) Solar Car", "writing a story with pictures and illustrating it with
type", etc. The focus of the meeting was to inform all of the second year
graduate students about the requirements of our thesis projects. We were given
a list of nine criteria which our thesis projects were to touch upon. The list
consisted of: DHistory, 2)Theory, 3)Methodology, 4)Application, 5)Research,
6)Writing, 7)Critical Thinking, 8)lnnovation (i.e. breaking new ground - or starting
to), and finally 9)Evaluation. At this time we were told who our "Chief
Advisor"
would be, informed of our critique times, and informed that we needed to choose
two or three associate advisors for our "Thesis
Committee" from among the
College of Imaging Arts and Sciences faculty. We were also told that our proposals
were due; September 15th. By this time we were all ready to begin; as soon as
we finished our frenzied search for both a committee and a focussed thesis topic.
Preliminary Proposal Development
As the deadline for the preliminary thesis proposal drew near I had managed to
focus my attention on an area of graphic design which was quite familiar to me;
advertising. I was uncertain of how advertising was truly related to the field of
graphic design, so I asked several of my peers and Prof. Remington how they felt
this subject fit into the field of design. On average the response was that
advertising was a field within the field of graphic design. This is understood in the
following: Advertising is an area of graphic design, in as much as interior design
is an area within architecture. One response that struck me as quite unique was
"Advertising is the bastard child of graphic design". I wasn't pleased with the
responses I had received (especially the "bastard
child"
analogy); so I asked my
Prof. Remington where he thought advertising stood in relation to graphic design.
His response, after hearing the "bastard
child"
analogy, was that "Advertising
was more like the father of graphic design, than its bastard child. Many historic
designers worked in the field of advertising or editorial magazine publication
before the term 'graphic
design'
was even coined". It maOe sense and it made
me feel a little bit better about my choice of subject matter for my thesis.
As advertising, actually advertising photography, was the focus of my previous
studies at RIT; I thought that it would be an appropriate choice for the subject of
my thesis. I was quite knowledgeable in this area of Oesign and knew that there
would be an endless amount of research materials to be found within the
subject area as well as an entire college of professionals who had worked for
many years within the advertising field. By choosing advertising I was choosing a
familiar area and in some way a comfortable area as the subject of my thesis.
This topic unlike any of the other preliminary topics, which I have discussed
earlier, felt right - so I decided that I would focus my attention on it,
I began writing the preliminary thesis proposal (Appendix B) with all of the above
in mind. I was also looking at the area of interactive media as an element within
my thesis (though it would be some time before I committed myself to the
interactive piece which I was eventually going to develop). At the time I had
only taken one class based upon interactive media; the class was in HyperCard
although I was registered for a second class dealing with the same application
during the 1992 fall quarter. This course would focus more deeply in the areas of
scripting, the production of QuickTime Movies, and interactive media design; all
areas that the first course did not encompass. I still wasn't sure if I could develop
a thesis, which would satisfy the many requirements for exhibition, baseO upon
the little knowledge I had gained in taking the two HyperCarO courses. While I
was writing the preliminary proposal I decided that it wouia be in my best
interest to leave the format of the final application open to future developments
and study. Most of all I left the application's format open so that I could learn
more about interactive media and build confidence in my ability to create a
thesis application within this newly discovered area of design.
-Committee Search.
After the preliminary proposal was finished I began my thesis committee search.
Prof. R. Roger Remington had already informed me that he wouia be my chief
advisor; well that was simple enough. I set out to select two or three individuals
which I thought would be helpful in the development of my thesis. I had
originally thought that Prof. Doug Rea, Prof. David Robertson, and Dr. Richard
Zakia would be good choices for my thesis committee. Prof. Remington felt that
my thesis committee would be of greater value to my project if it was allowed
more diversity in the backgrounds of the individuals. I couldn't disagree with this
point as it was extremely valid. Prof. Remington then suggested Dr. John
Ciampa, Prof. Mark Collien, and Dr. Jack Slutzky as potential members of my
committee. Prof. Remington and I then discussed the pros ana cons of each
inOividual for a short time.
Doug Rea is a professor of photography and the director of the Electronic Still
Photography (ESP) section of the RIT photo department. I had taken several
classes with him, including the ESP class, and felt that he would be quite helpful.
David Robertson was, he's now retired, a professor of photography at RIT and a
professional art director for many years. I had also taken several classes with him
and I thought that his knowledge of advertising could be of potential use.
Richard Zakia was, he is now semi-retired, a professor of photography at RIT
(in several areas) as well as an expert in semiotics, advertising, art, color theory,
etc. I had taken two classes with him, including "Teaching
Photography"
and a
"Theory and Methodology" seminar also involving Prof. Remington and Prof. Keough,
I knew that his knowledge of advertising, photography, etc., would be helpful.
John Ciampa is the director of the American Video Institute as well as a
communication theory professor. He has worked for many years in both TV and
Interactive media design. His position within AVI was an important link to the
equipment resources within the AVI department.
Mark Collien was a an adjunct faculty member (and my fall quarter HyperCard
professor) of AVI as well as a
"master"
of the HyperCard scripting language;
HyperTalk. He was also a valuable link to the resources within the AVI department.
Jack Slutzky is a professor within the NTID supported design program as well as a
former art director/owner of an advertising agency for many years. He also has
degrees in psychology and art education which I thought would help in the
creation of my thesis,
After some deliberation I chose Dr. John Ciampa, Dr. Richard Zakia, and Dr.
Jack Slutzky as the members of my potential thesis committee, I chose these
individuals because of their vast knowledge, specific backgrounds, and basic
friendliness. After the preliminary proposal was finished I brought each individual
a copy, had them read it over, and then formally asked them to be a member
of my thesis committee. They each agreed to help me develop my thesis.
.Secondary Proposal Development.
Once my preliminary proposal was handed in, and my committee selected, I
began developing a secondary thesis proposal. This proposal was to be, as it
was explained to me by Prof. Remington, a focused and insightful investigation
of my thesis topic in preparation for the projects eventual development and
exhibition. As I labored over the development of a mission statement, project
goals, project objectives, processes and strategies, a project timeline, budget,
etc. (from a handout given to the second year students by Prof. Remington
(Appendix C)), I found myself unclear of how this proposal would help focus my
thesis. I felt as if I was spinning my wheels for no apparent reason. This proposal
seemed to hinder the overall development of my thesis more than it helped it.
Prof. Remington seemed to want a proposal which was both specific and
vague; simultaneously, He didn't want deeply involved research to be used
within the proposal; though he did want the proposal to become a guide for the
development of the final application. I found the task to be both tedious ana
time consuming; too much so for a thesis which would need to be fully developed
by mid April 1993.
As the organizational development of the proposal continued I found myself at
a loss for its actual purpose. I felt as if the application wasn't researched
enough for an investigation of this type; at least not yet. I was unclear of what
the actual application would be, let alone, what areas it wouia specifically
touch upon. If this proposal was going to help in the development of my thesis
application, it was doing so in a very strange way. Prof. Remington suggested
that "Design Planner", a thesis application developed by Roy Prochaska in
1992, and "MacProject", an archaic (by today's technical standards) timeline
development application, be used in the creation of this proposal. I was game
for anything; if it would ultimately help get my thesis on the right track. After a
frustrating attempt (due to grammatical and spelling errors encountered within
the application's text) at using "Design
Planner"
I found myself even more
confused about the purpose of this proposal. When I sat down to use
"MacProject" I found only further frustration; I later decided to create my own
"Timeline" in an application which I was able to use more efficiently. After
several proposals, or at least segments of proposals, were shown to Prof.
Remington I questioned the purpose of creating a proposal which had little, if
any, research to back it up. He said that the vagueness of the proposal would
help it eventually become a tool for my use in the organizational Oevelopment
and project planning in the future. Well, that would be great in the future, too
bad I needed more understanding of my thesis right at that moment, Eventually
a
"final"
proposal, as vague and ridiculous as it seemed, was developed;
though I felt no closer to achieving a
"final"
solution for my thesis.
Now that I look back at the secondary proposal, which I found myself loathing
throughout its development, I find that it helped in the development of the basic
structural elements of my thesis application. The
"spider-web"
metaphor, which
was developed a short time later, would eventually become the main structural
element of my thesis, but this proposal allowed me to categorize some of the
final elements/advertisements which were to be used as examples within the
AdTech Interactive Media Network. Somewhere along the way the purpose of
this proposal became unclear and I became anxious to emerge myself in the
development of my thesis; rather than another thesis proposal. If Prof. Remington
had simply taken the time to tell/remind me that this proposal was meant to be
a study of organizational procedures and/or project planning, rather than a
"secondary"
and/or
"final"
proposal,when I repeatedly asked him about the
purpose of this proposal I would have been able to use both the proposal and
my time to its full potential. But not until I was satisfied with the research stage of
my thesis. I see it this way: If you have flour and water, but no yeast, how can
you make bread...
-An Epiphany.
By the end of the 1992 Fall Quarter I was both frustrated and disgusted with the
amount of progress I had made in the development of my thesis. I was more
than ready for the fall/winter break to begin. I felt as if my time and energy was
wasted during the fall quarter. It seemed as if had been moving backward in
my journey; rather than toward its final end. I was not looking forward to
beginning the winter quarter. I felt that I couldn't possibly conceive, develop,
and refine a project which would be an effective application for exhibition
within a Master's level thesis show; within the time that I had left. I needed to
focus; and I needed to focus auickly. I knew that I needed to relax and I decided
to do some reading for myself; rather than for my thesis project.
One of my roommates, at the time, haa a large collection of Sci-Fi/fantasy
novels which I had only dipped into occasionally. Since I didn't know much
about the Sci-Fi/fantasy genre, I asked my roommate to select a series of books
which he thought I would enjoy. At the time I didn't care what I read; just as
long as it would help me relax and find focus. It seemed that he chose the right
series of books because they would ultimately help me in the creation of my
thesis. Of course I wouldn't know that the books would effect the development
of my thesis for quite a some time (roughly one year). I did know that clearing
my mind would help me focus on the task which lay ahead of me.
The main character in R.A. Salvatore's fantasy novels was Drizzt Do'Urden, a
"drow elf"(known in the fantasy genre to be an evil race), who is on a quest to
find his place in the world. He, unlike his evil kindred, possessed honor and
integrity as well as the skills of a mighty warrior. The story is about his journey, his
own hero's journey, to find out who he is and why he is not like the rest of his
people. The story tells of his mastery with the blade, his eOucation in the
warrior's "academy", his struggles
"alone"
in the wilderness (where he became
"the hunter"), and his courage to defend his own honorable beliefs. The
"evil"
deity discussed within the story is "Lloth", the evil spider queen. The homes,
temples, etc., of the drow elves within the books were decorated with spiders,
spider-webs, etc. The hero's journey of Drizzt Do'Urden was noble and just;
though he would often be judged by his appearance before his character.
Throughout his journey he would be forced to battle the
"demons"
within himself
as much as those who opposed him merely because of his heritage. Eventually
he would find the path which lead to his destiny. He would ultimately find his
sense of
"self"
.
I am, sometimes, amazed at how the subconscious mind works. I would have
never thought that reading a series of fantasy novels would help me form the
foundation elements of my thesis; but it did. During, the month of, December
1993 I questioned myself about the origin of the
"spider-web"
metaphor which I
used in the creation of AdTech. I couldn't figure out where the original idea
had come from; until I looked back at my activities during the fall and winter
quarters of 1992-93. I had worked on a preliminary and secondary proposal,
began researching a number of topics, was frustrated with the little progress I
had made, read some fantasy books to relieve my stress, read a book on
hypertext, and eventually came up with the concept for the web map,web
metaphor, etc. There it was. After reading the fantasy novels and
"HyperText"
(both discussing webs of one kind or another) I began developing AdTech.
Consciously I was frustrated with my thesis and its progress. Subconsciously, it
seems, I was developing structuring, and formalizing each aspect of my thesis.
Research and Development
As the Winter Quarter began I focused my attention toward the development of
an interactive thesis application based upon advertising. The HyperCard class I
had taken in the fall built up my confidence in working with interactive media
and taught me how to create QuickTime movies, sound resources, etc, These
items would eventually become an important part of my application. Before
the fall break began Prof. Remington had given me a copy of
"HyperText"
by
George P. Landow, to look over. He had just finished reading the book and
thought that it might help me in the development of my thesis; he let me borrow
it until I could get my own copy. At this time, he also brought me a copy of the
book "Decoding Advertisements" by Judith Williamson. I had already
purchased the book byWilliamson but Landow's book seemed as if it might be
helpful. After reading
"HyperText"
I understood more about how an interactive
piece could, and in my mind should, be developed. I had found new
confidence in my ability to create an interactive media piece, but, I was still
unclear about what the final application would be. I knew that my thesis would
be based upon the area of advertising within the field of graphic design since I
had focussed my earlier proposals within that subject area. I had also begun
collecting and categorizing several hundred advertisements which I thought
could become a part of the applications content. I just wasn't sure how a study
of advertising could be used within this
"new"
interactive medium. Prof. Remington
thought that a metaphor might help me in developing my application. He
knew that Jeff Arbegast, another second year student, was developing an
application using
"metaphor"
as its primary vehicle of communication and
thought that a metaphor might help me get my thesis moving along. At this
time I began planning a formal meeting of my thesis committee for December
1 1th; I hoped that my committee could help me focus on a final solution.
As I began planning my committee meeting for December 1 1th I ran into several
snags. Prof. Remington and Dr. Zakia placed the Oate on their calenders. I set
up a time on Dr. Slutzky's appointment schedule and later that day went to
speak with Dr. Ciampa. Dr. Ciampa told me that he would be out of town, at a
conference in Washington D.C, and I asked if I could set up a time to meet with
him to discuss my thesis. He said he wasn't busy, though he was hungry, at that
moment so we went to the Ritz to talk and eat. We began the meeting by
discussing my final proposal and some of the topics that could be related to it.
He suggested several books by Mumford and McLuhan including "Art &
Technics"
and "Understanding
Media"
respectively. We then Piscussed the differences
between linear ana dynamic meaia systems, the effects of advertising on the
public, the juxtaposition of text and image on both page and screen, as well as
screen design, the early development of language through images and the
current trend which seems to be shifting back towarO imagery and aural
knowledge. He also spoke about the first Conference on Interactive Media at
Columbia University in 1979 and how the field has developed since that time.
The discussion was quite informative and extremely helpful in narrowing and
focussing my mind on my thesis.
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Before my committee meeting on December 1 1th I began developing several
"informal proposals" (Appendix D), to help me limit my ideas; and to help my
thesis committee understand my overall intentions for my thesis. The meeting
didn't begin as smoothly as I had hoped. Prof. Remington and I waited for
several minutes and then I went to Dr. Slutzky's office to see if he was delayed;
hewasn't there. Dr. Zakia was nowhere to be found and my meeting was
beginning to flop. A short time later Prof. Remington and I began discussing the
new developments of my thesis, my new
"informal"
proposal, and the possible
creation of an interactive book. By 1:30 Prof. Remington needed to leave; he
had another meeting to attend. Dr. Slutzky walked in just as Prof. Remington
was getting up to go; the day was saved. Dr. Slutzky and I began discussing the
proposal, the possible use of a metaphor, and then the psychological aspects of
producing an interactive computer piece; especially a book. He stated that the
aesthetic difference between a book's page and a computer's screen (layout)
is found in the shift from stationary text (text always present, as on the page of a
book) to transitory text (text existing for a short time and only on a computer's
screen). We also discussed the portability of the book in relation to the computer,
A traditional book, can be easily carried, can be read in a variety of places
(i.e. under a tree, in a recliner, etc.), and for a variety of reasons (i.e. study,
relaxation, enjoyment, etc.). A computer book, on the other hand, can only be
read if the reader is at a desk or table which has computer on it and a power
supply nearby. I then mentioned the current popularity of laptop/portable
computers. A laptop, similar in size, shape, and weight of a traditional book,
could be used like a book but its power supply (i.e. batteries) would eventually
need to be plugged in and/or recharged. (This part of the discussion helped
me in deciding the final format size of my application's screen display) We later
discussed the other three members of my thesis committee. Dr. Slutzky knew
that the group was extremely knowledgeable and would be of great help in the
development of my thesis. He then added that getting the four committee
members together (in many instances) would be like getting the four winds to
blow in the same direction; at the same time. As I continued my thesis development
I found this to be, somewhat, true (as they were all busy men) and decided to
speak with my committee members individually from that point on.
Before my next
"weekly"
meeting with Prof. Remington, I began developing a
metaphor which I hoped would get the proverbial ball rolling. I hoped that it
would become a skeletal structure for my thesis application, By this meeting I
had decided that I would create an interactive/computer book and was
interested in focusing upon its layout, design, etc. I wanted the metaphor to
allow for easy access, non-linear navigation, and read/write capabilities, as well
as, the ability for it to expand with future use. As I began developing the
metaphor I focussed its basic structure on a series of simple objects. The three
objects which I chose were a pie, bicycle tire, and spiOer-web. The pie and tire,
after a brief study, were found to be too limiting in their functional use as a
structural element of my metaphor. While a pie has the ability to be cut into
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sections and consumed it cannot be expanded upon unless a new pie is made.
The bicycle tire, similar to the pie, was able to be divided into sections (via its
spokes) and could move forward (around a central axis), but it couldn't be
expanded upon either. After little success with the first two objects I turned my
attention toward the spiderweb as the structure for my metaphor. The spider-web
seemed to be a perfect element to focus my thesis metaphor upon. The
spider-web could be divided much like the pie and tire could. It could be
expanded upon by changing its shape. It could be displayed in a symmetric or
asymmetric manner; allowing for deeper focus into individual areas within the
network's structure. It could also give the user complete access/control of the
network by means of a non-linear path. This was what I had wanted for my
thesis. I wanted the user to have control of what they viewed as well as how
they viewed it. I wanted a structure which was strong (i.e. durable) as well as
simple to understand and develop. My web, much like a spider's-web, would
be able to capture and hold information (i.e. prey) until the user (i.e. spider)
needed it.
During my next
"weekly"
meeting with Prof. Remington I prepared a new
proposal and was ready to discuss the basic metaphorwhich I had been
developing. As the meeting began I discussed the metaphor and how it would
help categorize all of the information within the network (i.e. stacks, cards, etc.)
of my proposed interactive/computer book. Roger didn't fully understand how
the
"spider-web"
worked at this time. To better explain my intent for the
metaphor I drew a rough sketch ofwhat I was proposing (Appendix E- web 1 .0).
After we discussed the metaphor further, as the structural element of my thesis
application, he felt that the metaphor had a great deal of potential and
suggested I develop a more refined sketch, possibly on the computer, ofwhat I
had proposed in the meeting.
For the next meeting I had a list of topics, categories, and sub-categories which
I could use as content within my thesis application. I also had a refined sketch
of the
"spider-web"
map which I had discussed in the previous meeting; including,
this time, a spider to demonstrate how the user would navigate throughout the
network (Appendix E- Web 2.0). Roger was fascinated by my use of the
metaphor and my simple display of navigation within my proposed network.
Basically I ran the spider (i.e. user) around the web (i.e. network) and discussed
the non-linear path's main purpose. The final network would ultimately be a
"spider-web"(see figure 1.0); composed of spokes (representing stacks within the
network), circular/arching levels (representing categories within the stacks), as
well as individual lines within the web structure (which would represent cards,
buttons, etc.). The web form also created a central focal point for the network,
At this time I proposed that the center of the web would represent the current
"stack"
position of the user within the network. After discussing my
"web"
theory,
a theory similar to the network and
"web" theories discussed within "HyperText",
for a short time we began discussing topic areas (such as gestalt and semiotics),
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Figure 1.0
This is the "web" map (i.e. flowchart) of the Adtech Interactive Media Network.
The center of theweb (i.e. network) is the "AdTech
Intro"
stack which contains the
"Navigational Map" card. The web's shape is ultimately determined by the actions
of the user. The six lines radiating from the center of the web represent the main
content of the network. The circular/arching lines which make up the basic mesh
of the web represent the categories within the individual stacks. It is within these
categories that one will find the specific cards (containing image and textual
information) related to the subject matter within the stacks.
(Theweb map reads in a clockwise direction)
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stack names (such as Evaluative Systems) for the various stacks, etc. Professor
Remington also suggested that I create several "blank" stacks, at this time, for
the future development of the network. He seemed to feel that the "web"
metaphor/concept which I had developed was quite good and suggested that
I refine the
"web"
more. He suggested that I speak with my other committee
members about the areas which should be included within the network.
After my meeting with Prof. Remington I asked each committee member to look
over the list of categories and discuss specific changes/additions which they
thought would improve it. Prof. Remington and Dr. Zakia looked over the list first.
Prof. Remington suggested a couple of changes in the development of the
timelines and Dr. Zakia suggested that I discuss the use of "Art in Advertising"
within one of the stacks. While Dr. Zakia was available to me I also discussed the
"web"
metaphor that I had developed (showing him how the stacks, categories,
etc., would be placeO within the mesh of the web), asked him about his book
"Aducation"
(he gave me a copy later that week), ana the use of semiotics in
advertising. He looked over a list of semiotic and visual rhetoric terms (which I
had made during the "Theory &
Methodology"
seminar which he taught) and
discussed the development of a "visual dictionary" with the ads that I was
collecting. After speaking with Prof. Remington and Dr. Zakia, I went to Dr. Slutzky
and Dr. Ciampa for their opinions about both the "web" map and the list of
topics. Dr. Ciampa felt that the "timeline" and "case studies"sections on the list
were more inclined to be content within a category than a category in and of
themselves. He looked at the
"web"
map (i.e. flowchart) and asked me to
make a similar flowchart in a more traditional manner. I attempted to develop
a more traditional flowchart for the network but found it to be confusing. I
found the movement, of the user, within the traditional flowchart to be linear
rather than non-linear and it ultimately defeated the main reason for developing
both the metaphor and network. Dr. Slutzky and I discussed the timeline and ad
creation areas briefly; he suggested I focus on the areas of sales and promotion,
and possibly a specific study on point of purchase ads or something similar.
What I found out, through the individual discussions with my committee, was that
my list was to large and not focussed enough. I decided to limit and omit some
of the material within my next series of web maps.
The
"web"
map and concept were further refined during January/February
1993. Over time, the web map and concept, changed dramatically in shape
and purpose. The first few computer generated sketches of the web map
seemed more pie-like than web-like (Appendix E Web - 2.0 to 4.0); so I refined
them even more. After this additional refinement the web map began to take
on the look and feel of a
"true"
spider-web (primarily due to the removal of
several circular lines within the structure). By the time the final web (Appendix E
Web -final) was made, around the middle of March, it had developed an
asymmetric form which, I thought, was more befitting an actual spider-web. The
final web, developed for use on the navigational map and the exhibition poster.
was produced in this asymmetric manner to accentuate the non-linear movement
of the userwithin the network, to promote the network's expansibility in the
future, and to highlight the "spider-web" metaphor. During its final refinement,
the web concept was further developed to be de-centralized as well as non-linear,
The non-linear aspects of the application were developed to give its users the
ability to navigate through the application freely; though there are limitations.
This non-linear theory allows the network's user to choose which subjects and
specific subject areas they wish to view, as well as, what order they wish to view
it. This means that the application and information will be the same for each
user, but each user will have the ability to choose the order in which they obtain
the information. To put it simply: each user is reading the same book (i.e. AdTech)
and each will, ultimately, receive the same information from it, but the individual
path which they take in reading/gathering the information within the network
will be Oifferent (i.e. same book - different ending).
The de-centralization principle, which I developed after reading Landow's book,
is just about as simple to understand. If the user wants to learn about the study
of
"semiotics"
they can go to the "Evaluative
Systems"
stack; the stack in which
the
"semiotics"
topic is found. If they wish to learn about the use of "Art in
Ads"
they can go to the "Art of
Advertising"
stack. When the user clicks a category,
on the navigational map, they are actually choosing a stack which they wish to
center the network upon. For example: when the user views the "Navigational
Map"
card they are viewing that card within the AdTech network. This means
that they are centered on that card within the "AdTech
Intro"
stack. Once the
user selects a category which is on the "Navigational
Map"
they are, theoretically
and physically,
"re-centering"
the focus of the network to the new subject
(see figures 2.0 and 2.1). After returning to the map card, via the "Nav
Map"
button, the user re-centers the network onto the "Intro stack"; thus returning the
web structure to its original form, (see figure 1.0)
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Evaluative Systems
shifts to center
Figure 2.0
This example displays the theoretical and physical shifting of the network's center.
The user, already on the map card of the intra stack, presses the button entitled
"Evaluative Systems". This action causes the center of the network to shift from the
"AdTech Intro" stack, the location of the map card, to the "Evaluative Systems stack".
During the shift the center of the network (the Intro stack) moves to the toward the
radiating spoke while the stack currently positioned in that space moves toward to
the cenetr of the network. The "evaluative
Systems"
stack becomes the new center
of the network, (see figure 2. 1).
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Figure 2. 1
This example represents the final shift as explained in Figure 2.0. One will note that
the center of the web has taken the name of its new occupant as well as a new
shape. The new shape is created when a stack shifts from the center to the
spoke-like appendages of theweb (i.e. network). A similar shape change occurs
when the other stacks within the network move into the center. The network's
shape will vary depending upon the users path through the network. Once the user
returns to the "Navigational Map
card"(i.e. the Adtech Intro stack) the shape will
return to the original
"web" form (see figure 1 .0).
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ProjectDevelopment
As the final refinements of my thesis concept were completed I turned my
attention toward the production of a "prototype" application which would be
displayed In the third MFA thesis exhibition of 1993. In developing the AdTech
"prototype"
application I needed to focus on several specific areas of design
including screen layout/design, organizational procedures, logo/identity mark
design, and poster design. Along with developing these design areas I found
myself finalizing my image selection, photographing the
"final"
images, scanning
the images, creating sound resources and QuickTime movies, writing the
informational text, and scripting the interactive features of the network. The
later two areas needed considerably more attention and development than I
had originally expected; I ultimately continued the
"final"
application's
development after the exhibition and well into the 1993-94 academic year,
In late January 1993 I began a brief investigation of interactive media design in
preparation for the creation of my thesis application. During my investigation I
viewed several interactive applications such as "The Legacy of Graphic Design",
the George Eastman House's interactive museum, "Design Planner", etc., to
understand how they worked and how easily a user could work with them. As I
worked with these applications I found some to be extremely "user
friendly"
while others were difficult to operate. I noted the screen size, the text and
image relationships, the navigational path of each system, and the basic
elements of the screen design for each application. The basic screen size of the
applications ranged from an early Mac-SE/Plus (black and white) screen, roughly
9 inches, to a 14 inch (Mac-ll style) color monitor. The screen design of most of
the systems was average; though the George Eastman House museum's
interactive archive was exceptional (as would be expected). After working with
these systems I focused on the format and screen layout of my own application.
In developing the format size and screen layout for my thesis application I had
to review the initial intent for the project's development. Originally, I hoped to
create an interactive/computer book (i.e. a series of HyperCard stacks which
used together form a network) for use by art directors, advertisers, and other
imaging artists to be used as a tool in the fields of advertising and design.
I wanted my
"book"
to have read/write capabilities, use a non-linear
navigational path, and have a "User Added
Information"
stack which would
allow the application to grow with future use. At this time, I also needed to
re-think who the final user of my thesis project would be (i.e. I did a reality
check). Since the application was being developed as a thesis project it would
probably be used by students and faculty at RIT more than anyone else;
although the
"web"
concept, developed specifically for this project, could
eventually be used in the fields of education, graphic design, computer
graphics, etc., to produce non-linear networks for multi-media applications,
In creating my application with this new objective in mind I focussed on the
screen design of the
"basic"
cards within the system. Since the application was,
"
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in essence, a book I began developing a layout which emphasized its two main
components (i.e. the informational text and imagery). Due to the estimated size
of these two elements, within the overall layout of the application, I felt that a
large screen format, based upon the 12 inch diagonal of the Mac-ll screen,
would be necessary for optimum readability/legibility of the verbal/visual
materials presented. The larger screen size was also chosen to limit the network's
use to "full
size"Mac-ll computer systems only; this was based upon my prior
discussion with Dr. Slutzky about the aesthetic differences between the page
and the screen. I felt that a smaller screen format, though more accessible by
users of early macintosh computers and recently developed power-books,
would make the card layout seem cramped/cluttered or cause a reduction in
the legibility of the information displayed on the card. Once I established the
basic card size (i.e. screen format) I was ready to begin the preliminary
layout/design of the application. My first step, in developing the layout of the
network, was to create a series of thumbnail sketches (Appendix F) and
"demo"
stacks (Appendix G) which would rough out the placement of the text, image,
title features, and navigational elements of the basic card within network. These
preliminary sketches/stacks also allowed me to formulate a position for the "User
Note Pad"; the interactive
"read/write"
element of the network, The sketches
were shown to Prof. Remington and discussed briefly. After viewing the sketches
and stack printouts he suggested the use of a
"stack"
icon which would relate
directly to the
"web" flowchart developed as the main navigational tool for the
network. The icon would be a simple
"graphic"
representation of the web map
found on the Navigational Map card of the network. It would, basically, act as
a "book
mark"
for the applications user. The final layout of the basic informational
card was chosen after this discussion. In selecting the final layout of the basic
informational card (see figure 3.0, 3.1) I needed to organize the elements in a
way that was both easy to understand and easy to operate (i.e. user friendly).
Basically, the card layout was divided into four primary organizational areas
which included the titling area, the informational text area, the image area, and
the navigational control area.
The titling area, found at the top of the basic card, was originally a black band
which was meant to contain all titling elements for each individual card. In the
final card layout the titling area was divided into four subject areas which
included: a stack icon (a simple graphic of the
"web"
map), the stack name
(a short white band containing black 18 pt. type), the category name (a long
black band containing white 18 pt. type), and the card/image name (a long
white band containing black 18 pt. type). The later three bands were positioned
on the card so that they would contrast each other (i.e. white, black, white).
The text area, found on the left side of the card layout just under the titling
band, would contain any informational text that each card within the overall
network needed. In the final application this area would contain either one or
two, standard/scrolling, text fields (although a handful of cards within the network
"
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Figure 3.1 - Organizational break-up of the basic card layout
The four basic sections of the card layout are:
1) The title area
2) The informational text area
3) The image area (including the "User Note Pad")
4) The navigational
"button"
area,
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containing interactive features such as "hot
text"
would have more). The grey
colored image area, to the right of the informational text, was designed to be
the presentation area of the basic card layout. It functions as a palette or
matte which is meant to surround the imagery discussed within the informational
text to its left. The area's grey coloring was chosen to enhance the final
imagery to be displayed within its borders. A black or white presentation area
would cause the final imagery, especially images containing large amounts of
black orwhite, to seem higher in contrast than they actually were. The grey
coloring of this area lessens the chance of this type of contrast problem. This
area also houses the "User Note Pad", the read/write feature of the AdTech
network. Its placement within this area allows the user to keep their notes,
essays, etc., separate from the informational text of the main application;
causing less confusion.
The navigational elements (i.e. buttons), found at the bottom of the card layout,
are displayed in a standard manner; directly across the bottom of the screen.
These buttons have been grouped according to their function and type. To the
left of the screen, under the informational text area, one will find the
"function"
or main navigational (i.e. Quit, Nav Map, Bib/Gloss, and the (stack) Map)
buttons of the network. They allow the user to quit the application, access
reference materials, and view the main navigational map of both the network
and current stack. The next two buttons (Help ana Print), separated from the
previous group by a small gap, are
"option"
buttons; allowing the user to print
information or get help when needed. The next set of buttons (Open/Close
"note pad", lmage#, or Play, or PlayStop), separated by another small gap, are
the
"interactive"
buttons; they allow the user to operate the "note pad", view
supplemental imagery, play TV ads, or stop a radio ad from playing; respectively.
These buttons are only on cards that contain supplemental images, radio ads,
TV ads, etc. The final set of buttons, also separated by a small gap, are the
basic navigational buttons for the current stack. They allow the user to move
forward/backward within the current stack or return to the last card viewed.
"* Special Note *"
The
"Return" button also allows the user to re-trace their path within the network,
Once the layout for the
"basic"
card of the application was finalized, in
February 1993, 1 knew that the rest of the elements of the network would fall into
place. In fact, shortly after I finished developing the layout I found myself
working on the logo/identity for the network. Basically, I had a navigational
concept and layout for the network, but, my application didn't have a name
yet. Early on, during the proposal stage of my thesis I had several names for my
project; some are unfit to print in this paper. The first draft of my
"secondary"
proposal calls the project "Advertising and Technology", the rest of the drafts
call it "Marketing Design and Technology". While writing my thesis proposals the
name of the application wasn't a critical part of the project's development;
now it needed a name. At this time I developed the AdTech logo/identity
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and the introductory animation for the network. I was finishing a class dealing
with corporate identity development, taught by Prof. Remington, and decided
to apply my new found skills in identity development to my thesis project. In
developing the logo/identity for my network I focussed on the two words which
were directly related to the project:
"advertising"
and "technology",
Although it may seem that I took a step backward in selecting these identifying
words; I was actually moving ahead quite rapidly. The network that I was
developing was about advertising/advertisements and used current technology
as its display medium. I felt that the name should reflect this in some way. The
title "Advertising and
Technology"
was to long for use as an effective logo. The
corporate identity class made this quite clear to me. I decided to abbreviate
the words
"Advertising"
and
"Technology" to
"Ad"
and "Tech"; both commonly
accepted forms of their respective words. Once the two wordswere simplified
theywere easier to handle and develop into a logo. The two words, when said
together, had a nice ring to them. This would, eventually, help me decide upon
a final logo. I wanted the logo to be simple and easily remembered, yet,
stylized and slick in nature. As a preliminary study, I created a series of sketches
(Appendix H) to establish a basic relationship between the two words which I
hoped would effectively display the overall concept of my thesis. After some
experimentation with type size, the use of caps and lowercase letterforms, using
serif and sans serif typefaces, using grey tones, and superimposing/fusing the
words, I produced the final three logos which maintained the integrity of the
individual words; while allowing the two elements to fuse and become one. At
the time I was interested in creating a logo that would act as the centerpiece
for my
"web"
map; though I was also looking into its use within the screen layout,
poster, etc., of the application. The final logos were placed within circles to
formulate whether they worked as the
"centerpiece"
of the
"web"
or not. I felt
that they worked well within the circle and began deciding upon the final logo.
I brought the sketches to Prof. Remington for his opinion/criticism; though I had
already decided upon the final logo that would be used,
The final logo, in my mind, needed to promote the fusion of advertising and
technology within my thesis application; while maintaining the integrity of the
two word elements. I hoped to fuse the word elements of the logo, promoting
the network concept of my thesis, while creating a balance between the two
elements. The logo would use the word "Ad", with a capital "A", and the word
"Tech", with a capital "T", kerned so that the lowercase
"d"
in
"ad"
and the
capital
"T" in
"Tech" fused at the horizontal and vertical strokes of the two
letterforms. The kerning would also bring the letters
"A"
and
"d"
in the word
"Ad"
closer together as well as the letters "e". "c", and
"h" in the word "Tech";
so that they barely touched. The typeface used for the final logo was
"
Avante
Garde". I chose this typeface because of its simple beauty. Avante Garde, a
classic sans serif typeface, had the roundness and fullness of form that I wanted
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to display in my logo. In selecting this typeface for the logo I had also decided
upon the typeface that would be used throughout the network. After viewing
the logos Prof. Remington agreed with my final choice and then reminded me
of the amount of time that was left before my application would be displayed.
At this time I mentioned my search for TV and radio advertisements (at the
Media Resource Center) and after discussing the lack of co-operation with the
woman at MRC, for a short time, Prof. Remington lent me a videotape and
audio tape containing several
"Levis"
ads from the 1960's and 70's to examine.
He also suggested that I use "hot
text"
within my application as another interactive
feature within my network. I didn't know what "hot
text"
was but I made a
mental note to ask someone in computer graphics, AVI, etc., about it. I later
received a basic "hot
text"
script from, Connie Harvey, another design student;
who was also working on an interactive thesis application.
While I was working on my logo I needed to prepare an art piece for use on the
1993 MFA thesis exhibition (i.e. Gallery) poster (Appendix I). Several second year
students, myself included, were on the exhibition "poster committee". We were
asked to develop a poster for use at all of the 1 993 thesis shows. The group of six
(or so) students, more interested in finishing our thesis applications than anything
else, came up with a simple idea for the exhibition poster; we felt a
"yearbook"
style approach (giving everyone a chance to place something personal on the
poster) would be an effective solution to the poster's development. This concept
was simple enough to develop in the time that we had to produce the poster
(roughly three weeks) and everyone, on the committee, agreed to the idea.
The basic concept of the poster was to get all (or as many as possible) second
year MFA students in the CIAS to produce a small sketch/art piece, roughly 2x2
inches, related to either their project or their personality for use on the exhibition
poster. Not everyone liked the idea (orwanted to place an image on the
poster); so those that didn't develop a piece would have their name on the
poster; only. Rod Martinez, another graphic design student, was placed in
charge of the production/layout of the exhibition poster. Along with the poster,
a series of invitations were produced for each of the individual thesis shows.
My personal square on the poster (Appendix I) was developed as a symbolic
representation of my thesis project. It would also (eventually) be used as the
introductory animation/teaser element of my application. The four elements of
the image represent technology and the three basic types of perception which
are active within my thesis application. The watch mechanisms, used in the
image, are a symbol of technology; though they are basic in nature. They
symbolize the development and use of technology in society today. They
represent the technological gizmo's and do-hickeys that people have become
dependent upon. They are a symbol of progress. The three other elements (i.e.
the eye, the camera shutter, and the Yin-Yang) are symbols of the three basic
types of perception. The eye is a symbol of human perception; it views the
object before it by using the heart and mind of the viewer. It is
"pure" in the
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sense that it is not the same for everyone. It views the object through shape,
color, and other relationships on the object's surface. The camera shutter is a
symbol of mechanical perception; it views the object before it using technology
and light. Because it cannot see on its own it is not pure; though many feel that
it is the purest form of perception (i.e. The camera doesn't lie). Mechanical
perception has the ability to distort and manipulate ones human perception into
believing something that is untrue. The mechanical eye sees onlywhat it is told
to see; nothing more. The final perception, the Yin-Yang, is the symbol of
inner/spiritual perception (i.e. the third eye); it views an object before it using the
viewer's soul. It looks into the object as well as at it. It has the ability to see and
feel the the emotions of both the object and its creator. Inner/spiritual
perception can be deceived, but it can also look beyond the deception to find
truth. Each of these perceptions plays a important part in the development
and/or creation of advertisements; thus playing an important role in the
development of my thesis.
In late February (early March) 1993, after developing the layout for the basic
informational cards, the AdTech logo, and the square for the exhibition poster,
etc., I started producing the stacks which would be the major element of my
thesis application. By this time, I had selected (most of) the advertisements
which I intended to use, orwould actually use, in my
"final"
application. I had
grouped the 250 "final" ads into categories such as "art ads", "implied sex/erotic
ads", "case study ads", "technology ads", "adventure motif ads", "ads about
women", "ads using celebrity spokesperson's in them", and ads relating to
"semiotic principles", to help me order and establish the number of stacks that I
would need to create for my network. I also categorized the radio ads and TV
ads which would be used in my application at this time; though none of the
imagery was photographed, scanned, or made into QuickTime movies at this
time. After looking over the topic areas that I had collected ads for I created
the seven stacks which would be used as the foundation of my network. Four of
the seven stacks, which I will refer to as
"informational"
stacks, discuss specific
topics in the field of advertising such as the history/technology of advertising, the
use of semiotics in ads, the use of art within ads, and finally advertisement
creation. These stacks would contain the bulk of the informational text and
imagery for the network. The other three stacks, which I will call
"reference"
stacks, would contain the network introduction, the reference materials for the
network, and a user added information/reference section (for user notes,
comments, and future development) of the network, While all of the stacks
within the network were produced (to some extent) by the exhibition date in
April 1993, the development and final refinement of the informational text,
interactive scripts, read/write features, etc. of the network would need more
time than I had originally expected. The network would be completed over a
period of eleven months, from March 1993 to February 1994, mainly to satisfy my
own expectations ofwhat a thesis is; orwhat a thesis should be. The following
list of stacks (and their basic content) contained within the network chronicles
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their order of development; first by "informational" stack and then by reference
stack. The completion dates, stated at the end of each text block below, will
allow one to understand the chronological development order of each stack.
The first "informational" stack which I began developing in March 1993 was the
"Evaluative Systems" stack. This stack was meant to be a "visual dictionary" of
semiotic principles/terms for use within the "Theory and Methodology" seminar;
a part of the first year graduate design coursework. The name of the stack was
decided upon during one of my early discussions with Prof. Remington. He
suggested the name as a way of opening the network up for future development.
The title, "Evaluative Systems", basically expects future users to develop this area
further; as semiotics is not the only type of evaluation system for advertisements,
design works, etc., used in conceptual development. Other evaluative systems
dealing with "Gestalt
Principles"
and
"Archetypes"
will hopefully be developed
by future users of the network. This stack was developed by October 1993.
The second "informational" stack, developed, was the "Art of Advertising" stack.
It would primarily deal with the use of art as an element in advertising. The
creation of this stack was suggested by Dr. Zakia; after showing him the original
topic list. He said that the use of art elements within advertising, an area of
personal interest, though commonly observed is a subject which is rarely studied.
His statement intrigued me; so I produced the "Art of
Advertising"
stack as an
investigation of this subject. This stack would discuss the use of "art" as a primary,
secondary, or implied element within the production of advertisements. It would
include sections that Oiscussed the use of "Art in
Ad"
(i.e "Art inAdvertisements"),
"Art as Ad", and "Art implied within Ad". During the final production of this stack
a fourth category, stemming from the "Art in
Ad"
section, based on the use of
logo's as main elements within ads or "Logo in
Ad"
would be developed. The
"Art as
Ad"
section would also include ads which used art produced by famous
artists, or in the style of a famous artist (i.e. "Absolut Warhol", commissioned by
the CEO of Absolut Inc.). This stack was fully developed by November 1993.
The third
"informational"
stack, developed, was the "Ad
Creation"
stack. This
stack would discuss the
"production"
of ads and the development of an ad's
"layout". The
"layout"
section would focus on the
"basic"
(and I mean basic)
use of grids, selection of typefaces, type styles, point size, etc., during the
development of advertisements. The
"production"
section would focus on the
development of print ads, TV ads, etc. In the final application this stack would
also contain the "case
studies"
section of the network. This is the subject which
Dr. Ciampa had suggested I make a part of the content of a stack; rather than
a stack itself. I placed the "case
studies"into the
"production"
area of this stack
because they dealt with the final development rather than preliminary
development of ads. This stack would also include the "Sex and Erotica in ads",
"celebrity spokesperson in ads", "women in ads", and "adventure in ads", which
were initially meant to be in a stack dealing with common motifs used in the
field of advertising. The later two subject areas were subsequently omitted from
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the stack due to my personal frustration with the development of their
informational text. This stack was fully developed just after the end of the Winter
(i.e. Christmas) break of 1993- 94; in January 1994.
The final "informational" stack, developed, was the "Media Technology" stack.
It was produced as a historical summary of the effects of technology on the field
of advertising. It includes print, radio, TV, and computer generated (TV) ads
which were produced over the last 20 years. The example ads are discussed
briefly while the main part of the informational text is devoted to the history and
development of media technology as we know it today. This stack also contains
a card which is devoted to historical timelines. The timelines display important
dates, places, and people involved with technological development in the
areas of art history, book production, American technology history, and printing
technology history. Also included on this card is a list of 20th Century Graphic
Designers (including biographical information about the designers). This stack
was fully developed by February 1994.
The "AdTech Intro" stack, one of the
"reference"
stacks within the network,
was developed in March/April 1993. This stack contains the intra animation
(using the exhibition poster square discussed earlier), the Intro card, the
navigational
"web"
map, the help card, and the credits card for the network.
The main elements of this stack haven't changed over the course of AdTech's
development; though the
"help"
and
"credits"
cards of the stack were
completed during the fall of 1993.
The "Reference
Materials"
stack, containing the glossary and bibliography cards,
was developed in March/April 1993; though it wouldn't achieve it current look
and interactivity until later. The
"interactive"
glossary and bibliography are
accessible to the user from any informational card within the network. When
using the interactive glossary, which contains 150 words and definitions, the user
can either select a word, from the word list, by scrolling the "word
list"
field or by
using an alphabetical list provided. Once a word is clicked that word and its
definition are displayed in another field on the card. The bibliography card
works in a similar manner. This stack was finished during the fall of 1993.
The "UserAdded
Information"
stack was the last and most critical stack to be
developed within the AdTech network. It was the stack which my entire thesis
concept was based upon. This stack would allow my application to continually
develop well into the future. It would constantly look to its future users for new
input/knowledge about media technology. It would allow future developments
in technology, advertising, computer graphics, and other imaging art mediums
to be included within my network even before they would come into being. This
stack would be the endless chapter of my
"computer" book. Its development
would be left up to the future users of the network (i.e. students, faculty, etc.,
working and learning at RIT). It would let my thesis develop beyond the
'
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conclusion of my work, beyond my stay at RIT, and possibly beyond my very
existence. It would be my legacy. It would eventually, (hopefully) with future
use, become a collection of ideas, knowledge, and wisdom beyond any one
individual's comprehension. This stack was developed in January/February 1994.
It is not meant to be completed; it is meant to be used and expanded upon by
the future users of the network.
In March 1993, as I developed the "prototype" stacks, I began finalizing the
imagery which would be used within the application. I had selected the best
250 (or so) advertisements, which I felt effectively addressed one of the topics
within the network, from the ads that I had been collecting since the fall of 1992;
these ads would eventually be photographed, scanned, imported into the
stacks, and written about during the months of March and April 1993. As I
selected the "final" ads, I found myself hesitant about committing to several of
the ads which were to be used in the network; especially ads which were to be
used in the "visual dictionary of semiotics". I was hoping that I would find better
examples by the date of the photo shoot. Of the 250 (or so) ads I had selected,
I basically knew, where each example would be placed within the overall
network and created a card for each individual example. This allowed me to
continue developing the network without the final imagery in place. Several of
the
"final"
ads, primarily dealing with the "visual dictionary of
semiotics"
for the
network, which I thought were questionable were shown to Dr. Zakia for his
opinion. I asked him if he felt that the semiotic principles, which I personally
perceived as a element, within the ads was easily unOerstood to be so. He
looked over the ads, which I questioned, and basically stated that any semiotic
principle which I may observe within the ads, since I was specifically looking for
these semiotic elements, may be assumed to be within the ads; primarily
because of the subjective nature of semiotic evaluation. He also stated that
each individual who looks at a given ad may observe something, within the ad,
that another individual may not. After this discussion I felt confident about my
"final"
selection of ads, especially those dealing with the semiotic section, for
use in my thesis.
I had decided that the imagery for my application would be produced as slides;
though slides are not considered appropriate for use in a thesis at RIT. There
were five basic reasons that I chose to produce slides as the image format for
my application: 1) Slides are clearer than photographic prints; usually. 2) Slides
are less expensive to produce; approximately half the price. 3) Slides are more
compact than photographic prints (in the long run). 4) Slides would be easier to
scan; using the Kodak 2035 type film scanner (Appendix U) in the Electronic Still
Photography (ESP) lab. 5) The slides could, eventually, be used by students and
faculty at RIT to produce slide lectures or reports. Being a photographer, I knew
that the cost of film and development would be large no matter how the
images were produced; but that slides would be the lesser of the two evils. After
checking the local prices of film, processing, copy images through MRC, etc.. I
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concluded that my best option would be to photograph the ads, using slide film,
myself. I purchased a 100 ft. bulk roll of ektachrome professional (tungsten) slide
film (50 ASA), for roughly $100, which I knew would produce about 25 rolls of 36
exposure film. I was only able to get 23 and a half rolls out of the bulk roll. I
used the copy stand in the Graphic Design Media Center to photograph the
final images. After 12 hours, give or take an hour or two, I completed the job at
hand. The images were photographed in a, relatively, controlled way; as the
shooting order list (Appendix J) details. I knew that some of the images, primarily
those near the beginning or end of any given roll, would need to be photographed
again. I had to wait until after all of the first 21 rolls came back from processing
to be sure ofwhich images needed to be taken again. The film processing was
done in RIT's photo processing facilities (in the basement of building 7), on April
12th, at a cost of $3 per roll (mounted); though they couldn't guarantee all the
rolls would be developed in one day. It took two days to get all of the rolls
back; not to bad. The next step was to find out which images would need to be
re-photographed. I was able to complete one full set of 250 images (thank god)
and then made a list of any missing images; the missing images (roughly 60)
were photographed and processed by the 20th of the month. The total cost of
production, for the three sets of slides, was just under $200. This was less than
one third the cost of photographic prints or slides made at MRC,
On April 14th, 15th, and 17th, I scanned the set of 250 images for my network in
the ESP lab. I haO taken the ESP class during my undergraduate coursework in
1991 and knew, basically,what computers, scanners, output Oevices, etc., that
the lab had available for use. The ESP lab is a restricted lab within the photo
department; available to current/past ESP class members only. Since I had
taken the class I had access to the lab. I knew which scanner, within the lab,
would be the best and most efficient for my task. The Kodak 2035 film scanner
(Appendix U), in the lab, is one of the fastest scanners available on the market
and it was my first choice for the amount of scanning I needed to do, It takes
40 seconds, give or take a few seconds, to scan a full color image using the
2035 scanner. The only problem was that computer/scanner availability within
the lab is limited, it is quite a small lab, and thus I needed three days to finish
scanning all of my images. HyperCard 2.0 has the ability to display color/b&w
images, but only as Pict or Pict resource files. While scanning the images I was
able to save some time by saving the images as Pict resources. The images
were scanned at 72 dpi during the three day scanning process to save space
and because the Mac-ll style monitor can only display at 72 dpi resolution. The
rough images were saved to a Syquest disk for transport and then saved to one
of the system hard-drives in the graphic design studio. The images were then
cropped, sized, de-speckled, etc. for use in the application.
After spending several days adjusting the final images for presentation, I placed
them into the resource forks of the individual stacks which were being developed
The images, in the form of Pict resources, were easily imported into the stacks
'
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using ResCopy and ColorPict; two resource development applications based
within HyperCard. The images were named, numbered, and placed into the
card scripts of the individual stacks at this time. The scripts, for the AdTech
"prototype"
stacks displayed during the exhibition opening were extremely
basic; though quite functional. They used simple commands, variables,
handlers, etc., to make the application work well enough for presentation;
though I knew that further refinement and development would be needed to
make it work in the way I had originally planned. Over the summer and fall of
1993 I developed the final scripts and interactive features of the network.
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Preparing for the Exhibition.
As the date of my exhibition drew closer time became a precious commodity; a
commodity which I had little of. The
"prototype"
stackswere developing by
leaps and bounds with each passing day but I still had a long way to go before
my application would be completed -- and I would be satisfied. I began
working aggressively on the other elements of my application such as the
informational text, the stack intra cards, the navigational map and stack map
cards, the intra animation, the QuickTime movies, and the application poster,
By this time I could tell that my application wouldn't be fully completed by the
exhibition opening on April 30th; I did know that I have always worked better
under pressure and that I was determined to complete as much of the application
as possible for the thesis exhibition. I also knew that any refinements that
needed to be made within the layout, navigation elements, etc., could be dealt
with after the exhibition, in the summer, and into the next year.
In March 1993 I had begun writing the informational text for (some of) the
"final"
ads, which were definitely going to be used in my application, as I continued
developing the
"prototype"
application. As I started writing the text for the ad
examples in my stacks, beginning with the "Evaluative
Systems"
stack, I used
Judith Williamson's book, "Decoding Advertisements: Ideology and Meaning in
Advertising - ideas in progress", as a guide for the development of my text. I felt
that her writing style, for the example ads discussed in her book, was quite good
and very effective. I thought that a similar
"stylized"
writing approach would be
useful within my own application; though some of the ads which I had selected
didn't lend themselves as easily to this writing style as I had hoped. In developing
the informational text, of my thesis, I needed to focus on the main topic of each
area. The "Evaluative
System" text would discuss the visual content of each ad
as well as the semiotic content (i.e. What is seen at first glance and then what is
seen through the use of semiotic evaluation). The "MeOia
Technology"
stack
would simply discuss the historical development of various meOia and how they
have had an effect on advertising. The "Art of
Advertising"
stack would discuss
the use of art (beit a primary, secondary, or implied element) within the ad. The
"Ad
Creation"
stack would discuss the development of layout, the use of type,
and the basic production of advertisements. It would also discuss the
development of ad campaigns and the use of popular motifs in the production
of ads. The other stacks, which I needed to develop, would contain the
introductory text, credits, and reference materials for the overall network. The
"UserAdded
Information"
stack would contain the notes, comments, and
evaluations of any future user that wanted to add these elements to the overall
network. The only text that I needed to produce in this area would be the intra
text and the instructions on how to use the read/write sections of the stack; the
rest would be up to the future users.
After beginning the development of my network I experimented with the layout
for the main navigational map card, the intra cards, and the stack map cards of
the network; with little success. I knew that these cards needed to reflect the
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principles used in the development of the basic card layout, to maintain continuity
within the overall layout of the network, but I wanted them to stand apart from
the other cards in some way. I tried using the web concept, of the network, as
an element within the map card layout. I attempted to use the
"pie"
icon, the
contrasting title bands, and different color (i.e. black and white) backgrounds in
hope that I would find a final solution; all that I found was frustration. In an
attempt to move ahead, now that I found myself standing still, I shifted my attention
toward the development of the poster element of my application. Over the
past few months I found myself constantly struggling to overcome minorobstacles;
each time I was able to re-focus after removing myself from the stress and strain
for a short time. In shifting my attention toward the poster I was re-grouping my
thoughts and energy (the little that I had left) so that I could move on.
As I began working on my new task I created a series of thumbnail (and in some
cases full sized) sketches for my poster (Appendix K). The sketches allowed me
to rough-out the layout and placement of the various elements to be used on
the poster. Most of my preliminary sketches were based upon a vertical layout-
using the web map, which was created earlier, as their central focus. For some
reason I wasn't pleased with any of the drawings. The roughs were alright yet, I
couldn't understand why, I wasn't pleased with them. In passing, Michel
Makhoul, one of my classmates suggested I try a horizontal poster format; rather
than the vertical ones I had been working on. He noticed that the vertical
layouts which I had been drawing seemed to contrast the basic horizontal
format of my computer application. I hadn't noticed or realized this fact until he
mentioned it. I tried a horizontal sketch, similar to one of the last few experimental
card printouts that I had made, and was able to see my error. I now knew why
the vertical posters were unappealing to me; they didn't fit into the overall
design package that I was trying to develop. Somewhere along my path I haO
stoped looking at the whole picture, as some would say, and my focus had
become blurred. Where? I don't know. At least I was back on track; now. As
I developed the, horizontal format, poster I was able to proOuce a layout for
each of the cards that I was unable to earlier. Basically, as I worked on the
poster, Intro, and map cards layouts I was able to finish developing the
organizational system of my thesis. Since I only had a few weeks left before the
exhibition date I could only hope that any further snafu's could be avoided.
The poster for the application was developed using the some of the elements of
the basic card layout of the application as well as elements from the
"map"
card developed during the experimentation stage. The basic look of the last
"map"
card developed was alright; I wasn't happy with the titling area. The
computer generated sketches (Appendix K) of the poster layout, using the
Design Studio software package, began establishing the final look of the poster,
the intra cards, and the map cards of my application. In these sketches one
can see the use of the AdTech logo and the rule which became an important
feature in the overall layout. The poster was divided into the four basic sections
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of the informational card (i.e. titling area, text area, image area, and navigation
area); though the lower (navigational) area would be left blank. The logo's
placement on the final poster (centered) was chosen due to personal
preference; I felt that it balanced the image and text areas well. The logo was
fused with the rule line so that they met at the inclined stroke of the "A" and the
(second) vertical stroke of the "h". The letter-forms between the "A" and the "h"
were left untouched; so that they seemed to hang from the rule. The poster was
given a 2 inch border at the top (containing the logo/rule line) and bottom (rule
line only) as well as 2 inches of space on both sides. This border acts as a
frame/matte for the text and imagery. The two tone coloring of the poster was
decided upon because it highlighted both the logo and the text/image areas
of the overall poster. I also decided upon the two tone coloring because it had
a slickness that appealed to me. The poster was printed using a large, Xerox
style, copier at Ayers Printing Inc. Rochester, NY. Two full size, 18x24, copies were
made, cut, and merged to become the final poster element of the application;
exhibited in the Bevier Gallery for the 2 week display period of the exhibition,
The text on the poster, intended to be the introduction for the application, was
(altered slightly) also useO at the beginning of this document ana on the AdTech
network's Intro card. The poster was ready and in the gallery by April 27th. It
was on a small, single panel, wall in the back of the gallery; facing the rear wall
of the gallery.
As I Oeveloped the poster layout I began re-working the "Navigational
Map"
card layout for the network. The final layout emerged from the fusion of poster,
basic card, and experimental layout elements which were, subsequently,
reviewed. The background color of the map card was chosen to mimic the
application's poster. The layout was divided into the four sections of the basic
card. The titling band was left as a black banc, rather than divided and color
contrasted, across the top of the card layout; reflecting the titling area of the
poster. The AdTech logo, a two point rule line, and the words "Navigational
Map"
were added to the black band and reversed out; this also reflects the
logo and rule line's use on the poster. The logo was placed into the left side of
the black titling band and the words, "Navigational Map", were placed above
the rule line which runs across the top of the card layout. The final web map
was placed into the right side of the layout (i.e. the image area of the basic
card) just below the black band; mimicking the web map's use on the poster.
To the left of the map, in the text area of the basic card, the stack headings
and category headings of the individual sections of the web were listed. Invisible
buttons were then placed over each of the grouped headings. Instructions for
the Navigational Map card are displayed between the black title band and the
first listed heading. The bottom of the card was left alone until all of the final
button elements were decided upon,
The
"Intro"
card(s) layout was developed in much the same manner. The titling
area, as described in the text above, was copied and placed into the layout of
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all of the stack intra cards as well as the introduction card of the network. The
black background color of these cards was selected as a personal preference.
Each of the respective titles, of the intra cards, was placed in the upper right
area of the titling band as described for the Navigational Map card. A text
field, meant to contain the introductory text for the individual stacks of the
network,was placed into the left side of the card layout. Images selected from
the individual stacks were presented in the image area of the card layout. A
second text field was placed under the image area and a auote pertaining to
the information within the stack was placed within the field. The text style of the
"quote"
field was adjusted so it could be viewed on the black background of
the card. The lower area of these cards (i.e. the navigational button area of the
basic card layout) contains buttons which have been reversea-out of the
background. In the titling area one will note the addition of a second rule line;
this has been placed to help accentuate the titling area. A rule line was also
added to the bottom of the card; this is meant to mimic the lower rule within the
poster layout. Each of the intro cards (except for the network introduction card)
contain music. Most of the audio elements were obtained from a Syquest disk
which was purchased in May 1993; though one sound resource was obtained
from another student. The Intro card for the network contains all of the elements
stated above (minus the music elements) plus a "table of
contents"
field which is
found on the individual stackmap cards. This was added to this particular card
because it acts as both the intro andmap card of the "AdTech
Intro"
stack.
The "Map" card(s), for each of the individual stacks, also use the basic elements
of the two previously described cards; though each map carC is different from
the others. These cards, like the Intro cards described above, use a black
background. The "Evaluative
Systems"
map card uses buttons containing the
names of the individual semiotic terms discussed with the stack; this was due to
the large number of categories that needed to be listed. The rest of the map
cards use (primarily) image oriented elements within the
"actual"
map within the
layout. The only additional element found on these cards is the "table of
contents"
field which allows the user to access the individual cards within the stack.
The AdTech
"teaser"
or
"animation"
card of the "AdTech
Intro"
stack is
meant to act as the "book
cover"for the network. This card uses the poster
square, discussed earlier in this report, as a simple animation sequence (including
color and music) to welcome the user to the network. It's a black card which
uses the logo as described above; though the logo is centered in the titling area,
In mid April 1993 I began producing the (preliminary) sound resources and
QuickTime movies for the network. I had already acquired several video/audio
tapes containing TV and radio ads which I had intended to use in my application;
though there were a few ads which I needed to get through MRC. The people
at MRC were unwilling to let me check out the tapes, because I wasn't faculty,
so Prof. Remington wrote a note for me. I also asked several friends to record
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(several hours of) primetime TV to get several current ads being aired (including
the Listerine mouthwash ad) created using computer animation (Appendix J). I
looked through the tapes and prepared my final selections. With two weeks left,
before my thesis exhibition, I created the QuickTime movies that would be used
in my presentation. I used the resources available in the AVI department/lab to
produce six QuickTime movies; each of which was used in the network. After
creating the the movie resources using the, Raster Ops equipped, computer in
the lab, which also contained Media Grabber (QuickTime movie making)
software, I placed them on my Syquest and edited them, using the Simple Player
software, in the graphic design studio. After editing the movies, I placed the
required Xcmd's, projector elements, etc., into the individual stack resource
forks. Once this was completed I scripted the
"Play" buttons on each of the
cards that contained the QuickTime movies (i.e TV ads).
"** Special Note""
The scripts for the
"play" buttons within the network are specifically designed to
work on the individual disk (beit hard-drive or Syquest) that the application is
currently on. If a copy of the application is made (or transferred to a new drive)
the scripts for the
"play" buttons must be changed so that the network knows
where to find the individual QuickTime movies (i.e. the QTMovie folder - which
also needs to be copied).
After creating and importing all of the image, sound, and movie resources into
the stacks within my network I concentrated on writing the informational text
and script elements of my
"prototype"
application. I had approximately a week
to prepare the application's interactive features, navigational buttons, etc., for
display during the exhibition's opening on April 30th. I was determined to
complete as much of the text and script elements as possible in the time that
remained. In this time I was able to get most of the elements of my application
to work; to some degree. Everything was working well, or at least well enough to
display in the exhibition, then it happened... The night before the opening I
couldn't get the QuickTime movies to play. I don't know why the movies
wouldn't play; they just wouldn't play (I guessed that there was a problem with
the script). Well, there wasn't anything that I could do at this point; except pray.
Murphy's Law - If anything could possibly happen, it will always happen at the
most inappropriate and/or inopportune time.
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.April 30th 1993 - The Exhibition
Well, it was show time, as they say in theatre, and I didn't know if that was good
or bad. I was physically, mentally, and emotionally exhausted. I was waiting,
maybe even hoping, for lightning to strike me down; from the very start of my
work anything (and everything) that could have possibly gone wrong did... a
lightning strike wasn't out of the question. The fact that the QuickTime movie
elements didn't work wasn't much of a surprise to me. Anything that could
have possibly gone wrong had; this was the proverbial "icing on the cake". I
didn't knowwhether to laugh or cry. I had been working non-stop, trying to
prepare for this very day, and now all I could see was my failure; but that didn't
seem to upset me. I started laughing at the absurdity of the whole, damned,
thing; the words "it doesn't work; it just doesn't
work"
ringing loudly in my head.
The AdTech
"prototype"
was as ready for the exhibition as it was going to be,
there were 25 (or so) fully developed cards with working buttons, and I was
willing to accept defeat with a smile, as twisted and pitiful as it was, on my face.
No thunder, no lightning, not a cloud in the sky; oh well. I went home to rest for
a short time and get myself ready for the exhibition.
As the eleventh hour approached I grew anxious and impatient. I wanted the
exhibition to be over with; so that I could continue my work and bring my
journey to an end. The exhibition wasn't extremely important to me; my family
wouldn't be present and I would be alone to bare my burden. I did have a few
people in my corner though; two of my closest friends, Jamie and Paul, and a
third person (who asked for me but, I didn't get to see) came to the exhibition.
I had to pick Paul up at his place and I was unintentionally late to the opening
which started at 7:30 PM. By the time I had arrived my third guest had departed;
I still don't know, exactly, who it was but I have a hunch. Throughout the
evening each person I came upon seemed to ask me the same question, "How
does it feel to be done", to which I could only reply, "I'm not
done"
or "It doesn't
work". Each then shrugged their shoulders and said. "Well, you'll
finish"
or "Oh,
I'm sorry". I too shruggeO my shoulders and smiled; hoping that everything
would work out.
The three computers available, in the graphic design studio, were being used by
five individual students throughout the exhibition. When one student displayed
his/herwork another had to wait idly by for the presentation to end before they
could display their own work; it was a pain in the neck, but it worked out alright,
The first person to see my application, up and running, was Prof. Remington. He
sat down as I began loading the program and stated that "I (he) have (had)
been waiting all day to see some QuickTime movies"; not something I was eager
to hear. As the application loaded I mentioned that my movies weren't playing
due to a problem with the script; he seemed as disappointed as I was. For some
reason I opened the script box for the
"play" button, I believe in an attempt to
show him where the problem was and what I meant, then I noticed the extra
space in one of the commands within the script. I removed the space, thinking
the script had more than a simple typo as it's main functioning problem, and
~
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found myself astounded when the movie actually played. At this point I could
only laugh at the obviously ridiculous error and a large weight was lifted from my
shoulders. All Prof. Remington could say was, "what do you mean it doesn't
work... it works". I thought, earlier in the day, that the exhibition and the entire
day would be a total disaster; it actually turned out pretty good. I was able to
enjoy the rest of the exhibition and accepted it as a victory. As I continued
displaying my
"unfinished"
work to Dr. Zakia and the others I found confidence in
both myself and my application,
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Jhe beginning of the end.
Shortly after my thesis exhibition I began wrapping up my classwork for the year;
a large amount of this work was put aside as I worked on my thesis. I haa
hoped to complete my thesis by the end of May 1993 but as the time grew
shorter, and several unfortunate events took place, I began to view this possibility
with great skepticism. In the second week of May my grandfather, who was
recovering from heart surgery, fell ill and his future looked bleak. On May 15th, a
week before RIT's commencement, my grandfather passed away and I went
home for the funeral; putting all of my work aside to be with my family and to
pay (him) my last respects. He was too important a figure in my life not to do so.
During the funeral I found myself confused by the mixture of remorse and
congratulations which I received from my friends and family members. This, the
veryweek of commencement, was meant to be a time of "pomp and
circumstance"
yet I found my heart filled with pain and sorrow. Thisweek
became even more confusing when I returned to Rochester. On the very day
that my grandfather was buried, and I returned to my apartment, I walked into
the middle of a "stag" party (stripper and all) that one of my roommates was
holding for one of his Navy buddies. Once again, I began laughing at the
absurdity (or irony) of the whole thing. My parents came to Rochester for
commencement and to take most of my belongings home. I continued working
on my thesis during their stay and after they left. I began looking toward the
summer puarter, to complete my coursework, for closure. Near the end of the
month I was told that the graphic design studio was going to be closed for
"part"
of the summer; the floors needed to be waxed and the walls painted. I
made several attempts to gain access to a computer lab and the graphic
design studio so that I could continue my thesis. The studio was closed for the
entire summer and only the floors were cleaned.
During the summer I found myself writing, in longhand, some of the informational
text of my thesis application; primarily text pertaining to the semiotics section of
my project. I was hoping that I might be able to gain access to my studio
and/or any computer lab so that I could complete my work. As the summer
drew to a close I began, frantically, searching for a lab that would allow me
access and/or time on a computer. After finding the Integrated Electronic
Publishing lab (IEPL) open, and subsequently speaking with the lab assistant, I
asked Prof. Remington to sign a permission form so that I could use the lab. The
lab was closing at the end of that week; but any computer time I would be able
to get would be better than none at all. Later that week I spoke with Melissa
Sheldon, a computer graphics student, who had been given permission to use
the "Information Systems
Technology" lab (Inter-lab). I then spoke to Prof.
Remington about getting access to this lab instead of the IEPL lab; as it would
be open until the beginning of the fall quarter. He told me to speak with Prof.
Steve Kurtz; who agreed to let me use the lab. During the two weeks I was able
to use the inter-lab I was helped by Prof. Peter Serrao with the scripting of both
the basic card and some of the interactive elements of my application. His
knowledge of the HyperTalk scripting language was a great benefit to my
"
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project. He was able help me set up the "user note pad"and "interactive
glossary". During the fall I was able to use these same basic scripts, with minor
changes, to complete the "timeline" card and the cross-referencing "hot
text"
fields. Also in this time, I was able to re-script my entire application and setup
the final presentation buttons for the network. This time, though extremely short,
was most invaluable to my thesis project. I could now see and sense the end of
my journey; though itwas still quite far away. Time was my only concern at this
point; and I had as much, or as little, as I needed.
The only elements of my network that needed completion during the fall/winter
quarters were the informational text for each of the stacks, and the scripts for
the "User Added Information" stack as well as the cross-referencing (i.e. "hot
text") elements. During the fall auarter I continued writing the informational text
for the "Evaluative Systems" stack of my network. Over the summer I had begun
limiting the number of images that would be used in the network and I continued
this editing process in the fall; I wanted to complete my work as soon as possible.
By this time, I knew that the writing necessary, to be developed, for the 250 ads
which I had intended to use in the application would only prolong my stay. I
edited the number of examples to the 140 ads which were most appropriate for
use in the application. Now, at least, I had a more manageable project to work
with; though it was still quite a handful. By the end of October I finished writing
the "Evaluative
Systems"
text and had imported it into my network. By November
I had finished the "Art of
Advertising" text which wasn't imported into the
network until after the winter quarter break.
During the winter quarter I continued writing the text for the other stacks within
the network; until February 1994 when all of the text was completed. At this
time, I also developed the "hot text", interactive, element of my project.
Although I wasn't sure how this interactive feature would benefit my project
when it was originally suggested, by Prof. Remington in February 1993, 1 now saw
it as a second way of accessing the information about specific ad examples
within my overall network. It would act as a second, and more topic oriented,
non-linear navigational path, a forking path, that could also be traveled by the
user. I focused on two specific ad types to highlight the non-linear capabilities
of the "hot
text"
and the overall network; though it was also used at the
beginning of each of the four
"informational"
stacks so the user could directly
access the ad examples displayed on the intro cards of the individual stacks.
The two ad types that I chose to focus the "hot
text"
upon were the "Absolut"
and "Volkswagen (VW)
Beetle"
ads which were both plentiful and dispersed
throughout the stacks of the network. Basically, the informational text fields of
these cards, containing the "hot text", would form a smaller topic oriented
structure within the main web structure of the network (see figures 4.0, 4.1, 4.2).
The two "hot
text"
areas would work independently of the main
"web"
of the
network while promoting the interactive capabilities and non-linear navigational
structure of it. By clicking the highlighted words within these fields the user has
" "
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Figure AH
This example displays the basic cross-referencing path that may be taken, via the
"hot text" fields, within the network; specifically pertaining to the Absolut ads. The
triangle line (i.e. the dotted line) represents the multiple paths that one may take
when clicking the "hot
text" fields. The three rectangles represent the three cards
within the network that contain Absolut ads (see key chart for exact card name),
The path varies and is dependant upon where the user begins and where they
end up; each user has the ability to choose their individual path. Once the user
goes to another card, outside of the "hot
text"
path, they return to the main path
of navigation for the non-linearweb concept of the application. See figures 4. 1
and 4.2 to understand the navigational path of the cross-referencing feature.
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Key to chart SSfeAbsolut Campaign card SSSAbsolut Warhol Card HBAbsolut San Fransisco card
*1 ' 111 :t^ \ '
1
ill! 3 mm
EigjjrjaAI^Cross-referencing the Absolut examples
The above color blocks display all possible ordering sequences one may access
as a path during navigation using the "hot
text"
within the fields of the Absolut ad
examples within AdTech.
Key to Chart [ |vw -Paradox example vw- Suspension example HHvW- Marker Rendering
HIvw Ad Campaign SivW- Story Board CTV) ad
igjJiaA2^Cross-referencing the VW examples
The above color blocks display 20 of the possible 120 ordering sequences one may
access as a path during navigation using the "hot
text"
within the fields of the VW ad
examples within AdTech. The blocks to the right mirror the blocks on the left.
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the ability to investigate the various topics of the network with more focus;
understanding and/or learning about the main concept of the network and the
use of non-linear navigation in interactive meaia upon doing so.
In late February 1994 I completed the "User Added Information" stack of
AdTech. While I developed this stack I needed to focus on how much the user
would be allowed to alter the total network. Landow, in his book "HyperText",
discusses the total ability of the user to establish links (i.e. lexias) between the
individual parts of the "In Memorium Web". While, I would have like to attempt
having the user add elements directly to my application or link various elements
within the application together, I didn't want the main stacks of my to be
altered; it was my thesis project. I wanted the
"web"
structure/concept to
maintain the form that I had originally intended and developed. If someone,
who knew little about interactive media decided to alter my application, not
knowing what they were doing and accidentally disturbed the main navigational
or interactive features all of my work would have been for naught, I decided to
allow the user access to one stack so that they could save any notes,
comments, etc., that they had about the application; thusly becoming a
"co-author"
of the network. I also developed an interactive "user
evaluation"
which could be maOe and saved to the network. As I developed this stack I
had originallywanted to make a new card for each individual user that would
open the stack; this was meant to contain all of the above elements. As I
developed the stack I found several problems with this original idea; the most
important of which was how to get all of the cards to be added and named
properly. I then decided to work with six cards; two cards for each of the
sections (i.e notes, comments, and evaluations) one of which would be the
"readable"
card and the other the
"writable"
card. This also had problems. I
then came up with the final solution: three cards. The
"read"
card of a section
would also be the
"write"
card within that section; this allowed all of the text
within the card fields (specifically the background fields) to be accessible
whenever the user is using the stack. The scripts that enable the user to both
read and write to the same card, without being able to access or change
anyone else's notes, comments, etc., pushed my HyperTalk scripting skills to the
limit. I actually needed to refer to previous
"basic"
and
"Pascal"
programming
skills and training that I had obtained, through weekly tutoring, during high
school. If it wasn't for this previous training I don't know if I could have scripted
many of the interactive features of my application. I found the HyperTalk scripting
language extremely similar to Pascal; which was quite helpful.
Once the application was completed I began organizing my resource materials,
notes, scripts, printouts, etc. , to help me prepare for the writing of this document,
I also finalized all of the minor elements such as the buttons, "hot
text"
fields,
sound and movie resources, etc., of my thesis. I needed to know that all of
these elements worked the way they were supposed to. Although I was quite
thorough I may not have found all of the bugs within the application, I'm not
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perfect, but I think everything is working properly; if something does go wrong
someone with even rudimentary skills will be able to fix the problem, quite easily,
as my scripts are not very difficult to understand. After I was satisfied with the
refinements of the application I began the project's evaluation. I didn't need to
worry about setting up a page layout for this section of my project because the
evaluation is an interactive part of my application; this was a definite plus.
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Jhe Evaluation Process.
I began the evaluation portion of my thesis as soon as I was satisfied with the
final development/refinement stage of my work. As the evaluation was included
in my computer application I didn't need to bother with setting up a layout for
it; it was already within the layout of the evaluation card. I made this a part of
my application because I wanted future user's to know how other users,
especially those surveyed right after the application was completed, felt about
the network. When I began developing the application I knew that it was
revolutionary, by todays standards, and could basically guess at the evaluation's
final outcome; even before it was finished. The evaluation is made up of 25
questions (Appendix T) which are classified and ordered, on the survey, by
content. The first few questions ask the user about their knowledge of computers.
The next set asks about the user's knowledge of interactive applications and
whether they think this type of application is an effective learning tool. The next
series of questions refer to specific areas such as card layout, legibility, the user
note pad, the use of QuickTime movies, etc., within the network. The final series
of questions ask for the user's opinion of the network and whether they would
wish to use it again.
Basically, as I started the evaluation process I knew that the QuickTime movies,
interactive glossary/bibliography, media timelines, and other interactive features
of the application would be the most appealing elements of the network. Most
of the people that were surveyed, except for the computer graphics students,
were amazed by these elements; the computer graphics people were merely
interested in the technical aspects/flaws of the application - as I knew they
would be. I am not a computer graphics designer and, although my application
is based in this
"new"
computer medium, I don't profess to be one; my project is
based upon my knowledge of photography, graphic design, and computers. In
developing this interactive application I wanted to explore this new interactive
medium and its possible uses in the future; my possible uses in my future,
Although I only finished 13 of the 20 evaluations that I had hoped to complete,
since 20 surveys is relatively standard, I knew (from what I had gathered) what
the others would basically tell me. Most of the people, 9 of the 13, surveyed
have worked with Macintosh computer systems between 1 and 5 years. This
was easily understood because most of the people surveyed were students who
have worked with Macintosh computers during their time at RIT. The two other
questions within this group dealt with the number and type of systems used. Of
the 13 people surveyed 9 had used 1 to 4 systems besides the Macintosh, of
these the IBM was the most predominantly used system; this was somewhat of a
given before I even started the evaluation. Seven of the people surveyed had
used interactive applications before; five of them were, still, amazed by the
QuickTime movies, interactive fields, etc., within the application. Of this group,
two thought the AdTech network to be easy to use and navigate through, two
thought it was difficult to use (these were both computer graphics majors), and
three didn't know or care. When they were asked about the use/effectiveness
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of interactive applications in education, 12 of the 13, felt that this type of
application would be helpful to education now and in the future; the other
Individual was indifferent. Eleven of the 13 would like to see more interactive
applications, such as AdTech, in use while two were unsure. Nine of the people
thought that the navigation within the network was flexible or extremely flexible;
four felt indifferent about it. Most of them were pleased with the individual stack
intro and map cards; the others weren't sure whether these cards helped in the
understanding of the content of the network. When asked about using the
"note
pad"11 of the 13 said that they would use it between 25% and 50% of the
time which I basically expected. Nine people felt that the note pad would
enhance comprehension of the materials within the network, one felt that it
wouldn't, and three were unsure. Eleven of the people felt that the text was
either legible or very legible; the two computer graphics people felt that the text
was illegible. Nine of the people felt that the layout was good, three felt it was
fair, and one felt indifferent about the layout's look. One of the final questions,
number 24, was created so that I would be able to understand the effectiveness
of my application. The answers, to this particular question, were based upon a
numerical scale that I would be able to average. The scale ranged from 1 to 5,
1 - doesn't meet the user's expectations, 3 - functional, and 5 - surpasses the
user's expectations, and acted as a grade which I was able to give myself for
my work. The average response was 4- meets all expectations. The final
question asks the user if they would wish to use AdTech again; eleven of the
people surveyed said yes and two were indifferent.
The final results of my evaluation were not of a great shock to me. I knew that
most of the people to be surveyed, primarily students, would be amazed by the
display of images, movies, etc., within my application; much the way a child is
amazed by simple magic tricks. Basically, the public is aware of the development
and increased use of interactive media applications, CD-ROM, etc., but they
have still had very little hands-on experience with these new media forms. It
seems that until the public learns that a computer is more than just a typewriter
that they will continue to be dumb-struck by every new interactive piece, or
new technology, that comes along.
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.Conclusion.
The world, in which I live, is one of linear thought and linear action; yet I find
myself (my mind) continually working and developing in a non-linear manner.
I'm, in a way, privileged to live in the time that I do, the computer age - the
information age, yet I'm uncomfortable with the world around me; the linear
world of the 20th century. For twenty years, throughout my entire education,
I have been taught (and have learned) to work, think, and survive in this linear
world; yet I am unable to accept it, fully, as my own. The world, in which we
live, is in a period of transition and/or resurrection, we are living in a
Neo-Renaissance -if you will, which emanates from the "electronic age". This
Neo-Renaissance. unlike its predecessor -which was founded upon linear space
and perspective, is based upon the non-linear and the fourth dimensional world
of the computer; a world forwhich I have waited a long time.
As the development of interactive media and multi-media applications continues
into the 21st Century, the the world that we live in will need to change; it will
need to become non-linear, like the computers that will help run it. This will
ultimately force man to change; he will need to learn how to survive in his new
world and he will turn to this new medium for knowledge. I can only hope that
the application that I have developed will allow this learning, or re-learning,
process to begin. As I developed AdTech I felt obligated to make it a tool for
learning, both about advertising (the content) and technology (the medium);
because I understand the growing need for change. The Information
Superhighway is just around the corner and only a handful of people really know
how to navigate on, or through, it.
As I developed the application I became excited by the endless possibilities that
it could offer its users. The
"web"
concept, developed for the application, could
be used in the future as a foundation for other interactive applications; its
expandable nature makes it quite versatile for this new media format, As I
developed the application I had to deal with the limitations, and linearity, of
HyperCard; the base application used by my network. I was attempting to
create a non-linear environment within the structure of HyperCard's linear
environment; a feat which most individuals wouldn't begin to understand.
Because I'm able to conceptualize and abstract my thoughts in a non-linear
way, possibly because I grew up using computers, I was able to manipulate
HyperCard so that it would act non-linear; even though it remained linear.
In the beginning of AdTech's development I focussed much to much on the
medium and conceptualization of the application and not enough on the
content of the application; this was due, partly, because of my fascination with
the new technology which I had within my grasp. I found myself interested in
the structural development of the
"web"
concept and the possible uses for it in
the future; this was one of the reasons that it took nearly an extra year to finish.
On many occasions I found myself frustrated by both the limitations and linearity
of HyperCard; I wanted to do more than HyperCard could handle. The limitations
of current technology seemed to stifle much of what I wanted my to do yet I
prevailed and completed my work; until I was satisfied.
"
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The AdTech Interactive Media Network is an application which is unique. It
was created to allow its users to expand upon and develop the application in
the future. The application, as it stands, has the ability to teach and, in essence,
learn from its future users. With continued use, AdTech can become a vast
storehouse of knowledge and wisdom which can be used to educate and
develop the minds of its future users; specifically those individuals who wish to
learn about advertising, semiotics, and interactive media. At first, I was unsure of
the amount of use that my application would get in the future; I wasn't sure if
the amount of time and energy that I had put into the application was actually
worth it. Dr. Zakia has informed me that my work will be used in his "Theory and
Methodology"
seminar in the future. Upon learning this I have found hope in the
fact that my application will be allowed to develop in the way it was originally
intended. I'm now fully satisfied with my work and my efforts. As I conclude this
document, and thus my MFA Thesis, I know that my efforts were well spent.
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.Glossary.
Abstraction:
Process of Image development in which form becomes non-recognizable as
representational reality.
Accumulation:
A grouping of different items that portray a feeling of abundance,
Addition:
Semiotic principle where one or more elements are added to a word, sentence,
or image.
Additive:
Refers to a method of developing a form in which the syntactic elements are
applied sequentially, one after the other until the form is completed,
Allusion:
Implied substitution. Same as identical,
Ambiguity:
Configuration of form in which the perception doesn't follow logical directions.
Ambiguity, when built into a form, can create interest and memorability. In
semiotics, it is considered to be vague, or open to interpretation.
Ampersand:
The concatenation operator (&) used to join together two or more strings.
Anacoluthon:
Impossible images, the use of montage, collage, etc. (i.e. Man Ray. Magritte).
Analog-to-digital:
Converts an analog signal representing some real-world quantity converted into
a binary number that approximates its current value.
Anamorphic:
Producing or having different magnification of the image in each of two
perpendicular directions. Distorted optical image.
Antanaclasis:
The adding of elements that create an illusion, or
difference between
appearance and reality (i.e. the works of Escher and Magritte), attention getter,
seduces the eye.
Anthropomorphic:
Thought to have human feelings or characteristics while the subject has
none.
It could also pertain to a human form which is seen as
genderless.
Antimetabole:
A condition in which one can find double meaning,
Antonomasia:
The substitution of an epitaph for a proper name (i.e. The Iron Lady= the Essex or
Margaret Thatcher).
Application :
A program for some specific purpose, such as word processing, graphics, page
composition, or telecommunication.
Archetypes:
An inherited idea or mode of thought in the psychology of C.G. Jung that is
derived from the experience of the race and is present in the unconscious of the
individual.
Artificial Intelligence:
Those human skills that illustrate our intelligence, e.g., understanding visual
images, understanding speech and written text, problem solving.
Asyndeton:
One or more unconnected visual elements which are brought together to form
a whole.
Asymmetry:
A form of balance in a graphic image or format in which the parts are unequal
on either side of a central axis.
Audience:
Refers to the receivers of the image. This may either be individuals or groups to
which the message is directed.
Balance:
The effect of a successful gestalt in the image or format. An overall sense of
visual evenness in the format between components.
Bitmap:
An electronically displayed graphic image made up of a matrix of dots.
Templates and preview images are bitmap images.
Bleed:
Term used to describe a printed image that extends to the trimmed edge of the
sheet or page,
Body:
The main section of a brochure, book, article, or other text material.
Brochure:
A folded pamphlet or small booklet,
Bug:
A programming or scripting error.
Button:
A mechanism used for moving around a stack in HyperCard, SuperCard, and
MacroMind Director.
Chiasmus:
Something is being exchanged where the grammar (content) is correct.
Circumlocution:
Part of the element is showing while the entire element is reflected in a mirror.
The removal of all information except the most critical parts for identity.
Clipboard:
The holding place in the computer's memory for what you last cut or copied; a
buffer area in memory.
Color:
A syntactic aspect of visual form which has as its dimensions hue, value, and
chroma.
Comment:
Any information between the double-dash (--) and the end of a line within any
handler, or any text in a script that's not part of a handler. Hypertalk ignores
comments; they're strictly for the use of the scripter.
Common Contour:
A gestalt perceptual principle which concerns forms whose extremities share a
single edge. Common contour can be a useful means of achieving ambiguity
in a form.
Communication:
The purpose of graphic design is to facilitate messages and meaning for a
purpose. This is communication.
Comp:
Traditionally, a designer's
"comprehensive"
sketch of a page design that shows
the client what the final page will look like when it is printed.
Composition:
The layout or arrangement of elements within a format. It may be either formal
(symmetrical) or informal (asymmetrical). An organization method must be used
in determining how the composition works in communicating a message.
Computer Graphics:
The group of systems and programs that make or manipulate non-textual data
like photographs, charts, or line drawings. The changes appear at once on a
video display as they are made by the operator.
Content:
The substance of the message involved in an image. Content refers to the
specific information that is communicated by the form.
Context:
The environment in which form is created. It may be positional (left to right),
time-oriented (past to present), or sequential in other ways. The consideration
given to context is a useful means of seeing conceptual relationships in form
development.
Continuity:
A gestalt perceptual principle which refers to the enhancement of communication
in forms which show continuous direction in their relationship. A series of dots
might line up or a series of edges might align to provide continuity in a form.
Continuous Tone Image:
A photographic image that contains gradient tones from black to white. When
you scan an image, it is converted from a continuous tone image to a halftone.
Contour:
Refers to the definition of the edge(s) or extremities of a form. May be defined
by the line, shape, texture, or other means,
Contrast:
The ultimate difference in visual form (i.e. Black against white). Unity is the
opposite of contrast. A visual effect in which a form is contrasted on a given
edge to change from one extreme to another (i.e Black shape on a white shape)
Default:
The initial setting of value or option. Used to describe the value(s)
or mode(s)
that is used in processing information when no other value or mode is
specified.
Deselect:
To un-highlight a selection; to remove the insertion point
from the Message box
or a field (in hypercard),
Desktop Publishing (DTP):
The use of personal computers and software applications to produce camera-
ready publications, finals, etc.
Dialog Box:
A window or full-screen display in response to a command that calls for setting
options.
Didactic:
A form or message intended for instructional purposes.
Digital:
A method of data storage and/or transmission where in each code is given a
unique combination of bits. Each bit generally indicates either the presence or
absence of a condition (such as on-off,etc )
Digitize:
To convert an image to a series of binary codes that can be stored in the
computer. Digitizing equipment includes electronic drawing boards, flat-bed
scanners, and video scanners.
Disk:
An information-storage medium consisting of a flat, circular, magnetic surface
on which information can be recorded in the form of small magnetic spots.
Double Entendre:
The use of double imagery (reflections in a mirror) or the repetition of the same
sounds in words.
Edge:
Refers to the limit or extremity of a form. It may be the dividing place between
one element and another.
Element(s): The parts, components, or variables of form within a format.
Ellipses:
The opposite of repetition, leaving elements out of an image without causing a
problem with the closure of the image.
Equivocal: A word or phrase susceptible to double interpretation.
Euphemism:
A soft way of saying something unpleasant, (i.e. "Your cat is dead, but your car
is fine").
Evaluation:
The most basic purpose of all graphic design methodology is to develop the
knowledge, skills, and sensitivities to be able to decide yes or no, in or out in any
form or problem-solving situation.
False Homology: The use of puns orwordplay in the creation of visuals.
Feedback:
Synthetic audio or visual imagery produced within equipment used without any
dependence from external activity.
Field Dependency:
Deals with the environment within its horizontal and vertical context. Tilted items
cause tension.
Figure/Ground:
The central Gestalt perceptual principle, Figure/Ground refers to the reading of
a form either as figure (positive image) or ground (background or negative
image). It is perceptually impossible to see both figure and ground at once. It
means the same as positive/negative form.
File: Named collection of information that resides on a disk,
Final (Final Comp):
The last stage of process leading to production of a finished piece beit a
brochure, book, poster, etc. A slick (crisp, clean) comp created to represent
the look of the final piece.
Font:
Refers to a computer generated alphabet that exists for visual communication.
A high-tech version of a typeface.
Formalism: Adherence to a prescribed or traditional form of design.
Format:
The space in which an image lives and works. In determining formats, the
designer needs to be conscious that, in its most basic sense, the format is
communicating a message by itself.
Framework:
Refers to the under lying grid structure of any graphic form, This structure may
be conceptual first (a matrix) and then realized in form (a
grid). Elements (such
as type, symbols, shapes, etc.) are arranged according
to the structural
possibilities of the framework.
Gestalt Principles:
A series of perceptual laws that were identified by several german psychologists
in the early 1900's. A working knowledge of these "organizational or
grouping"
laws allows the graphic designer to create form that takes into allowance the
physiological ways that human beings perceive images.
Global Variable:
Variable whose value is available throughout hypercard until you quit the program.
Graphic Design:
Imagery which, in an ideal sense, exemplifies a balance between aesthetics
and information
Greek Text:
Traditionally, a block of text used to represent the positioning and point size of
text in a designer's comp of a design,
Grid:
A structural system or framework for organizing elements within a format. A grid
can be conceptual (i.e. matrix), or physical (a typographic unit grid). It can be
built upon typographic, compositional, or constructional bases. It can be
regular, irregular, or progressive in rhythm. In the computer age a grid can be
composed of a series of nonprinting horizontal and vertical lines shown on the
screen that intersect (i.e. rule lines).
Hairline: The thinnest rule possible; generally 0.25 point.
Handler:
Named group of hypertalk statements beginning with an on or function
statement and ending with an end statement. The handler is the basic
HyperTalk structure.
Hard Copy:
Information printed on paper, as opposed to being stored on disk.
Hendiadys:
Trying to visualize an abstract phenomenon. A connection between a concrete
object and an abstract idea,
Hologram:
A visually
"true" three-dimensional image recorded on a two-dimensional
emulsion. The image is formed in the emulsion by interference between laser
light reflected from the scene to be recorded and a laser reference light.
Homology:
Same meaning presented in successive images that are different,
Hyperbole:
Form of exaggeration, something appears bigger than it really is.
HyperCard:
An interactive media program used on the Macintosh Computer system.
HyperTalk:
The object-oriented scripting language used in the automating of buttons,
cards, and fields in HyperCard.
Icon: An image used as a graphic.
Iconic: A likeness of something. "It looks like..,"
Implication:
In ambiguous graphic forms, often an edge or contour is suggested by
implication (i.e. gestalt principle of continuity or common contour). It is a useful
construct that creates interest and memorability in a form because the
audience is required to participate in the perceptual process.
Indexic:
Points to something, (i.e. fingerprints, footprints, a wallet, etc. point to something
that has been there).
Infrared:
The part of the electromagnetic spectrum characterized by waves of lower
frequency and longer wavelengths than those of visible light.
Interlocking:
This refers to relationships of adjacent forms in an image. They may overlap,
counter-change, or share a common contour.
Intuitive:
Refers to a methodology or approach to design process which is largely
subjective and relies upon emotional factors. It is useful to view intuitive
processes as part of a cycle with systematic processes as its opposite.
Inversion: Inversion of identical elements,
Laser Printer:
A printer that uses a laser to xerographically generate the image to be
reproduced. Laser printers are typically the most sophisticated printers, often
capable of producing both character and graphics images via raster image
technology, often rivaling typographic quality.
Layout:
The process of arranging text and graphics on a page. Also, a sketch or plan for
the page.
Legibility:
Refers to the recognizability or readability of a form in relationship to its purpose
and context. It may be representational, abstract, or a point between but it
communicates its intended message clearly.
Leveling/Sharpening:
Seeing more in an image after looking at it carefully.
Litotes:
A form of exaggeration, where the object appears smaller than it really is.
Logotype:
A type of graphic mark in which several letter forms or type forms are fused to
create a new entity for identification purposes,
Mach Band:
When two colors butt up together and where a value difference is known (or the
colors are complimentary) the common edge shows a visual vibration.
Mechanomorphic:
Human form created from mechanical images.
Metaphor:
A likening to something (i.e. He was a lion in battle or light as a feather).
Methodology:
This refers to the process or method by which a designer works. It may be
systematic, intuitive, or a combination . Methodology is also referred to as a
systematic and logical process for controlling change.
Metonymy:
Things are different but connected. An associated detail is used to invoke an idea.
Noise:
Anything that interferes with the audiences reception and recognition of the
message. Noise usually occurs within the medium of transmission.
Object:
HyperCard unit capable of sending and receiving messages.
Opposites:
Refers to a theoretical mind set by which ideas can be developed by placing
them in a context of polar opposites (i.e. simple to complex, or light to dark).
Opposition:
Same as opposites. Refers to a global theory of opposition"which has been in
evidence through history. Semiotically, it represents an item taken out of its
original context (or environment) and placed into another,
Organic:
Refers to a form which is derived from natural or organic sources rather than
mechanical ones, Organic is the opposite of geometric form.
Overlay:
A transparent acetate or tissue covering over a printed page, where color
indications and other instructions to the offset printer are written,
Oxymoron:
A complete contradiction within a statement (i.e. Jumbo Shrimp).
Paradox:
Contradictory statement, "lose weight while eating all you
want."
Perception:
Refers to form which is based on cognitive considerations such as Gestalt Principles,
Periphrases:
A roundabout way of saying something unpleasant.
Positive/Negative:
Same as figure ground... Positive/Negative refers to the reading of a form either
as positive (figure) or negative (ground or background image), It is perceptually
impossible to see both positive and negative at once.
Pragmatic:
Factors which relate to the functionality of the visual communication (i.e. legibility).
Pretention:
Where the image feigns something that it is not (false modesty). It feigns a
secret or suggests hidden detail.
Process:
A critical facet of graphic design which describes the intangible stages and
methods used in form making as applied to communication.
Proof:
A copy of typeset materials used for proofreading, corrections, and alterations.
Proportion:
A comparative relationship based on geometric progression.
Proximity:
A gestalt principle which means that forms which are arranged near each other
are perceived as a unified entity.
Readability:
Refers to the extent that the image is legible and thereby understandable.
Read Only Memory (ROM):
Memory whose contents can be read, but not changed; used for storing data.
Refinement:
The part of the image development process which involves the final stages of
detailed articulation.
Repetition:
The addition of identical elements (i.e. repeating shapes, words, etc).
Resolution:
The number of dots per inch (dpi) used to represent an alphanumeric character
or graphics image.
Return:
To evaluate an expression and pass its value to the calling function. As a noun, it
refers to the return key.
Scanner:
An electronic input device that converts analogue images, such as
photographs, line art, or typographic copy into a digital data file that can be
manipulated as an electronic display image.
Script:
Collection of handlers and comments associated with a particular object.
Semantics:
Having to do with the intended meaning and significance of a visual
communication message.
Semiosis:
A process in which something functions as a sign.
Semiotics:
The theory of semiotics describes the process of how people represent and
interpret information, and helps identify logical relations of parts that interest in
forming meaning. The theory of sign and symbol and their function in both
artificially & naturally constructed languages comprising: Syntactic (visual
grammar), Semantics (meaning), and Pragmatics (context),
Signifiers:
Representatives of the concept used in the communication or design.
Similarity:
A gestalt principle which means that humans prefer forms or elements that can
be perceived because they share a formal likeness (i.e. same shape, size, color, etc.)
Stat (Photo Stat):
A photographic copy of type or art in the same size or a different size than the
original.
Static:
A visual situation in which an evenness is maintained to the point where an
image may not be as interesting because of its lack of contrast or dynamism.
The rhythmic interval of regularity tends to become static in effect.
Suspension:
Holding back a part of the message for later. The creation of a cliffhanger.
Symbol (Symbolic):
A agreed upon convention, (i.e. a cross is symbolic of Christianity, apple pie
could be a symbol of America).
Synecdoche:
The creation of closure when only a part of the object is shown.
Synergy:
A collaboration between or combination of forces that creates a result greater
than the sums of the separate, individual, contributions,
Synesthesia:
The process in which one type of stimulus produces a secondary, subjective
sensation, as when a color evokes a specific smell,
Syntax:
The grammar of visual communication (i.e, line, shape, etc.),
Syntactic:
Having to do with the grammar or structure of information.
Synthesis:
This means the bringing together of ideas, images, or elements into an
integrated whole.
Tautology:
Saying something in a way that has another meaning where the second use is
not obvious. It usually creates an atmosphere of redundancy (i.e. A Volvo is a
Volvo).
Template:
A standardized format tool by which duplicates can be easily created. A page
layout file containing the layout grid, master pages, estimated number of pages,
boilerplate text, and graphics for a periodical or book.
Theory:
A set of generalizations related by a net of deductive thinking and arrived at by
discovery, verification, and comparison.
Theriomorphic:
Having a scary or frightening form.
Tonality:
An actual or implied value of lightness or darkness in the form created.
Controlled tonality can be a useful visual variable in achieving unity or contrast.
Typeface:
Refers to an alphabet that exists for visual communication. Helvetica, Univers,
and Standard are all sans serif typefaces.
Thumbnail:
A miniature copy or sketch of a page, graphic, etc., that is used to generate
ideas in the creation process. Refinements later lead to comps and finals.
Visual Language:
The formal aesthetic communications system used in graphic design.
Visual Priorities:
An effective image will show a hierarchy of visual importance among its
elements. The reader is led through the design from most important elements to
lesser ones. This prioritization can happen because of size, color, position, or
other variables alone or in combination,
Visual Rhetoric:
The study of the visual elements used in design and public showing,
such as
content, structure (layout), cadence (rhythm), and style. There are four
rhetorical
operations: Addition, Subtraction, Substitution, Exchange of visual elements.
Weight:
Typographically, weight refers to the relative lightness or darkness of a
typeface/font (i.e. Helvetica extra bold is a heavierweight than Helvetica
regular or light).
Windoid:
The message box, tool, or pattern windows after they've been torn off the menu
bar or any palette.
XCMD (External Command):
The resource type for, and popular name given to, an external command.
XCFN (External Function):
The resource type for, and popular name given to, an external function.
Zoomorphic:
Having the form of an animal.
Seeing animals in inanimate objects and forms.
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ROUGHLY TWO YEARS AGO, I was having
lunch with a couple of editors from HarryAbrams.
Td been asked by a rather august group caHed the
Documents ofAmerican Design he. townte one of
the volumes of theirMasters of American Design
series. The Documents group, which then con
sisted of Sam Antuprt. Peter Bradford, Seymour
Chwast, Richard Coyne, Atvin Fjsenmann, Steve
Heller, Will Hopkins, Mamn Moskoff, and Richard
Saul Wurman, had commissioned authors to write
books about Alexy Brodovrtch, Frederic Goudy
(these two have already been published), Will
Bradley, Gene Federico, and Saul Bass. They had
asked me to wnte about Will Burtin.
Bin tin. you'll recall, did some wonderful work m
the Fortes on Fortune and m the Fifties on Scope,
a magazine published by Uptohn pharmaceuticals.
He was also the second husband of Cipe Pmeles.
who had been the founding art director of Sever*
teen and Charm magazines.
Anyway, one of the editors was saying that this
Burtin book would be easier to research man the
volume on Brodovrtch because Burtin had teti a fam
ily behind. Pineles herself would be a rich source
of information. But there was a small problem.
Pmeles. who was getting on in years, was a little
confused. She believed that Abrams wanted to do
a book on her and herwork. Of course, that wasn't
the case, the edrtor told me, but somehow we
would handle the situation.
The contract was supposed to be issued prompt
ly. And I was waiting to finalize the deal before I did
more than just perfunctory research. I didn't want
to interview Pineles or anyone else until Td agreed
to the terms. In book publishing, things move slow
ly, so it took a year for a contract to be issued Dur-
mg that year, Cipe Pmeles died.
When I read her obituary m the Times, I thought
back on the lunch. I had been annoyed by the as
sumption that of course we weren't doing a book
about her. But Tm more polite over lunch than I am
in print. I smile a lot and worry about how Tm hold
ing my fork. So I didn't say anything. The "of
course'iswhat bothered me then and still bothers
me now. Is Cipe Pmeles any less a Master of Amer
ican design than Saul Bass or Gene Federico?
tWONT BE WRITING THAT BOOK aboutWiO
Burtn, m part because the contract was problem
ate but more than that, because I don't believe in
that theory of history. The Masters Theory. The
Great Man Theory. I don't believe that profiling
Masters (even if the masters are women] is the
most Summatmg approach to design history. Mono
graphs rarefy revealmuch about the designer or the
design. Design, if we're being honest, is rarely
about great ndmduals. ifs about great collabora
tionsbetween designers, between designers and
clients, between designers and other creative pro
fessionalsor great circumstances.
The monograph is a little monument, a form of
mythmakmg It sells the idea of the designer as
great man to the public and to prospective clients
Themessage of the monograph with its tug. beau
tiful pictures is that if you hire a great designer and.
give him free reign, your company's collateral ma
terial will be important enough to be commemo
rated in a handsome hardbound edition. Living
designers who, one way or another, get their own
monograph published are consciously securing a
place for themselves in design history.
IF YOU LOOK at the Art Directors Club of New
York annuals from the Fortes and Fifties, you'll
notice that as many as 10 percent of the design
ers represented are women. If you check the books
of design history, A History of Graphic Design by
Philip Meggs for instance, you'll notice that at
some pomt over the decades, most of them van
ished without a trace
Many of the women I found were book designers:
Pnscia Crane m the Twenties, Jane Grabhom m the
Fortes, and Elaine Lustig-Cohen in the Fifties and
Sixties. Book publishing, where the pay is generally
low, has always employed a lot of women. There
were also many women who art-directed depart
ment store ads. Someone named Ann Bryant even
won a medal from the Art Directors Club of New
York m 1954 for her achievements as the art di
rector of NeimanMarcus. But department store ads,
unless theywere done by noted Modernists, have
never been analyzed by design historians
EMMY ZWEYBRUCK, BY CONTRAST, was
a progressive, innovative corporate designer She
was the art director of the American Crayon Com
parry The 'all woman
issue'
of Print magazine
published in 1959 featured an article on Zwey-
bruck and the company. The mtoductory editorial
to the issue said, The company's art director, W
ennabom Professor Emmy Zweybruck, whom we
had met at one of the first Aspen Design Confer
ences, was put in charge of a bold program of in
tegrated design. She commissioned Charles
Lames, Alvin Lustig, and other distinguished de
signers to work on special publishing, packaging,
and decoration projects for her company, which to
day shares with Container Corporation of America,
CBS, Olivetti, and too few other firms, the distinc
tion and many advantages of intelligent and con
sistent design planning."
Emmy 2weybruck. She was European. A Mod
emist. She went to Aspen. She hired all the right
boys. What happened to her? How'd someone like
that get lost?
While 1959 might seem early for an 'all woman
issue,' rd tote to suggest that itwas a WOe late. The
penod from the mid-Forties, when World War II
caused an influx of women into the work force,
through the early Fifties, was a good time for
women in design, particularly at magazines. Alexy
Brodovrtch at Harper's Bazaar and Alexander Uber-
man at Conde Nasi both luredwomen to be, not art
directors in their own nght. but co-art directors.
Alexander Liberman and Pnscilla Peck were joint
ly credited as art directors m the annuals of the pe
nod tor some of the mostmemorable design done
under Uberman's regime. Earlier, in the Forties.
Peck is listed on the hne below Liberman as art ed
itor, but later she is placed on the same line as co-
art director. Like Tma Fredericks at Glamour or
Wolfgang Fyler at House & Garden, Peck's name al
ways came second. And somehow, even if ifs on
the same bne as the first name, the second name
has a way of fading off. It just disappears
Miki Denhoff, who jomed Conde Nast in the mid-
Forties as a promotions art director for Vogue
and went on to become art drector of Glamour, re
calls: Tnscia Peckwas Mr. Uberman's right hand.
She always did the January issues with tots of mul
tiple photos.. ..Shewas also a parter. A very ret
icent person, A very private
person.*Denhoff
remembers having lunch with Peck m about 1968
and bebeves that not too long after that Peck died.
Meanwhile, at Hearst publications, Alexy
Brodovrtchwas working with a young photographer.
Not Fachard Avedon or Man Ray, but LiNian Bass-
man. From the rmdfortes, when Bassman was a
student m one of Brodovitch's classes, until Ju
nior Bazaar, a Harper's Bazaar spinoff folded m
1947, Brodovrtch and Bassman worked closely
together. She went on to be a.fashion photographer
and continued to work with Brodovrtch in that ca
pacity. She still lives in New York, takes pictures,
and exhibits her work.
"Junior Bazaar was like my own
magazine,'
Bassman recalls 'First it was offered to me. But
BnxJovrtchwas jealous of having a new baby to play
with So we made peace We were joint art direc
tors. We worked on both at the same time. I ran Ju
nior. He ran
Senior."
UN THE BRODOVTTCH BOOK from the Masters
of American Design series, Bassman's photos are
shown and properly credited, but she is given
short shrift in the text. In a section about Junior
Bazaar, she's mentioned in passing as the mag
azine's other art
director." Later she's Quoted de
scribing the classes Brodovitch taught. Left
unexplored is the notion that theirs was a collabo
rative relationship, perhaps as significant as
Brodovitch's creative partnership wrth the more
famous Richard Avedon.
In his book. Modem Magazine Design, William
Owen does a better job of recognizing the contri
butions of the co-art directors. In a caption he al
lows that Liberman, Penn. and Peck "evolved into
one of the most creatrve partnerships m American
magazine
publishing."
DESIGN, ESPECIALLY MAGAZINE DESIGN,
is most often a collaborative process, and the
people who are in the lower echelons mvanaofy get
lost. Associates and assistants, male and female,
are more or less anonymous. But Peck and Bass
man, in particular, were more than lowly assis
tants. They were true collaborators and deserve
their share of credit and attention. Their careers
were more than just footnotes to the careers ol
great men
Social change was something that began al
Condfe Nast and Hearst, not just m the art depart
ments, but in all the departments, because those
publishers gave women positions of authority. The
period from the rmdforbes through the Fifties in
magazine publishing should be the focus ol some
design historian's attention. Not just what Mr. Liber
man did and not just what Brodovrtch did, but what
those other art directors did. thosewomen who are
not officially Masters of American Design, but
should be.
(This column was adapted from a talk given by Kar-
ne Jacobs at the 1992 Graph* Design rtstory Syrrv
posium sponsored by the School of Visual Arts :
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Multimedia Design Program
The development of high technology has opened new creative
frontiers in education and communication. Visual, auditory and
textual material may now be combined and presented in a way that
responds to the unique needs and desires of each individual user.
Mass media, such as radio, television and motion pictures are all
premised on producing a single presentation for a group of viewers
or listeners to passively absorb. The new technology makes it
possible for the recipient of multimedia communication to become an
active participant in the communication through responses, decisions
and requests which are allowed and accommodated by the design of
the multimedia presentation. This new participatory dimension to
electronic communication has created new opportunities and
challenges for the media designers of tomorrow.
Students will become familiar with the fundamentals of the
technology and the design issues raised by multimedia technology in
a series of three courses, Multimedia Fundamentals, Multimedia
Design and Multimedia Project. In addition, Communication Theory
will address fundamental issues of human communication and Law
and Ethics in Interactive Media will explore the legal and ethical
issues raised by multimedia.
Communication Theory
Course Number 04-02-766-02
3 Credit Hours
Fall 1992
"The medium is the message."Marshall MacLuhan said. In
Communication Theory students will learn how the form of
communication affects its content and which forms are best suited
for different kinds of messages. Examples will be studied and
analyzed from a variety of contexts, including speech, text, the use of
images, television, radio, film and multimedia. Classes will consist of
lectures and group discussions of assigned readings and topics.
Students will read on the subject of communication and
communication theory from an assigned text and from other sources
of the
students'
choosing. Students will also complete a course
project related to communication theory.
"The medium within the medium is a handy device for
conveying the separation of microtime and macrotime realities,
or vicarious and real experience, but the outer layer, the
real experience must still be presented within the medium."
J. Ciampa
The piece exists in the mediate storage class/Plastic
Arts-Movie. The compound (subform) is a merging of painting,
photography, and movie. The movie connection is illustrated
by the arrangement, interplay and sequencing of the images,
as opposed to random selection. In the movie, as in dream
life, there exists jump cuts and dissolves. Simultaneous
and serial processing of images (the quickness of projection
and the linear structure) and the organization of visual
information, puts expression in the communicator's control.
The compound is painting, photography, movie. The images
were painted photographs/negatives. The desire is to commun
icate, in a non-verbal way to the 'old
brain' area (the
primordial mind) where the image impacts instantaneously
on a gut level and washes the body with emotion.
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.AppendixB - Preliminary Proposal.
5U^ v 5/7 \Us/f^yc /iTAjcArz~-
Thesis proposal for Master of Fine Arts Degree
College of Imaging Arts and Sciences
Rochester Institute of Technology
Title: TQchnologiool Advance! liemfrdiiU The Fulum ufT^b-Adw^istsg-ye^
Submitted by: Steven Buccellato Date:
Thesis Committee:
Chief Advisor: Roger Remington
Associate Advisors: 1 . (Ip^
Department Approval
Signature: Date:
Approval, Special Assistant to the Dean for Graduate Affairs:
Signature: Date:
Computer needs:The computer will be used as a word processing tool, a
storage device for collected data, a type generation tool, and possibly as a
tool for design using interactive media. Other materials which may be
needed are SyQuest drive, color scanner,rCanno^)Still Video cameras and
accessories, possibly a Scitex image scannerTCD-ROM, etc.
Committee Approval: %? Date:
The field of Graphic Design is presently in a period of transition. It has
slowly been merging with the fields of Photography and Printing through
technological advancements within the mediums of still video, computers
graphics, CD-ROM, etc. These technologies have opened new doors in
the field of Graphic Design and especially within the realm of advertising.
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the use of technology tlumsgh-
**"-t*
fllUOUw I lijUj^irf advertising. I will examine the relativity between the
growth of advertising through the ages and how it has been effected by
new mediums which were introduced to it. I will try to answer various
questions dealing with communication through advertising. How has
technology helped in the development of the advertising media? What
has caused the need for growth? Where might the field of advertising be
heading in the future? How will the general^populou?eact to the new
technologies? How is the public reacting to the use of computer gener
ated commercials which are being aired today?
Through uagews research methods (ie. mind maps, matrix studies, text
and magazine reference, etc.) I will find pertinent information dealing with
the above topic. I will attempt to-coralajgit information gathered and
create an/applicationj(ie. poster series', multi-media design application, etc.)
which will be appropriate for the i
Thesis proposal for Master of Fine Arts Degree
College of Imaging Arts and Sciences
Rochester Institute of Technology
Title: Technology and Advertising
.ubmitted by: Steven Buccellato Date: 09/15/92
Thesis Committee:
Chief Advisor: Roger Remington
Associate Advisors: 1 . John Ciampa
2. Jack Slutzky
3. Richard Zakia
Department Approval:
Signature: Date:
Approval, Special Assistant to the Dean for Graduate Affairs
Signature.'/ /j / Date:v^
Computer needs:The computer will be used as a word processing tool, a
storage device for collected data, a type generation tool, and possibly as a
tool for design using interactive media. Other materials which may be
needed are SyQuest drive, color scanner, Canon still video cameras and
accessories, possibly a Scitex image scanner, CD-ROM, etc.
/ / ;Committee Approval: /' . /
The field of graphic design is presently in a period of transition. It has
slowly been merging with the fields of photography and printing through
technological advancements within the mediums of still video, computers
graphics, CD-ROM, etc. These technologies have opened new doors in
the field of graphic design and especially within the realm of advertising.
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the relation of technology and
advertising. I will examine the relativity between the growth of advertising
through the ages and how it has been effected by new mediums which
were introduced to it. I will try to answer various questions dealing with
communication through advertising. How has technology helped in the
development of the advertising media? What has caused the need for
growth? Where might the field of advertising be heading in the future?
How will the general populace react to the new technologies? How is the
public reacting to the use of computer generated commercials which are
being aired today?
Through research methods (ie. mind maps, matrix studies, text and
magazine reference, etc.) I will find pertinent information dealing with the
above topic. I will attempt to correlate all information gathered and create
a critical application (ie. poster series, multi-media design application, etc.)
which will be appropriate for the above topic.
RIT Rochester Institute ofTechnology
College of Fine & Applied Arts
James E. Booth Buiiding
PostOffice Box 9887
Rochester, NewYork 14623-0887
716-475-2646
September 23, 1992
MEMO:
To:
From:
Subj:
Steven Buccellato
Robert P. Keough, Professor Graphic Design
Thesis Proposal
I have reviewed your thesis proposal there is some equipment on your proposal that is
not in your area and you should work with Carlos for the color scanner, people in
Electronic Still Video for the canon still viedo equipment, Joe Noga in printing for the
Scitex equipment and maybe AVI on the CD-ROM to make sure that the equipment
you need is available. Having your thesis approved does no insure access to this
equipment.
Thank you
cc: R. Roger Remington
.AppendixC - Secondary Proposal.
Componentsjjfaproject proposal/plan
f
Designer and address
Problem Statement
or project description
(The problem & its setting,
including audience,context)
Documentation ofNeed
or Situation Analysis
(Including initial assumptions and
importance of study to the designer,
to the discipline, and to the society)
WHAT
WHO
WHO
WHAT
WHY
6. Mission Statement
7. Goal (s) WHY
8. Objectives
(Including subproblems)
WHY
9. Processes and Strategies
(Methodology for gathering info,
for analyzing info, for generating
solutions and for evaluation)
HOW
Time/Implementation Plan WHEN
n. Pragmatic considerations
(i.e. estimated budget, resources needed,
HOW
etc.)
12. Dissemination WHERE
13. Evaluation Plan WHY
14.
15.
Bibliography
Glossary ofTerms
WHERE
WHAT
Draft 4 - RRR/DB - 10/14/91
Stack: Mission Statement
Map 4- *
Quil Return Edit
Specify Preliminary Design Criteria
Print notes
IBaraga
L^L*,P 0,,">',Vn8 "*'9n criteria- is to assist in the development of
relevant pro,ect 9oals. After your initial client meeting you should be able to
be s!ZnHe,h
'h ""A"* "'"'""' maV be- KoeP i" mind the problem to
olved through your efforts, the constraints already defined, the client's
expectations of your performance, as well as anything else relevant to this
particular assignment.
Preliminary Design Criteria
To create a seires of images or a multimedia program that
deals with the growth of tech. and advertising.
To appeal to the field of art direction.
To understand the relation between advertising and techn
ology.
To allow the artist of today prepare for the changes in the
future.
To address the posiblities of advertising in the future.
To expand the understanding of todays communication field.
Goals Objectives SuccessIndicators
Processes &
Strategies
Stack: Mission Statement
The ideal "Mission
Statement"
will address
the following issues:
Who, What, When,
Where, Why, and How.
Who k the target
audience?
What will your project
do?
When will the project be
complete?
When will the project
be implemented?
Why are you proposing
the protect?
How are you going to
accomplish the
protect?
Map - ?
Quit Return Print
Write a project
Mission Statement
Example
AMiion Statement is a very general, brief statement of intent. It should not
exclude any possible outcome of The project, and be in the broadest of terms.
Allowing for multiple interpretations is appropriate at this stage of the proposal. By
^frtfffig in the blank* of the following atatement yoiTwIttdevelap an effective
Miaaion:
"A/The ; ia a_
that will . to thia and.
Mission Statement
The target audience will cosist of advertisers and art directors.
The poject will help in defining the growth of advertising
through technology. The project will be completed by the
middle of spring quarter 1992. The project will be shown at
the opening of the fine arts Thesis show. I would like my
project to address the use of new technology in the
advertising media. I will create a series of posters or an
interactive media program which can be used by Advertisers.
o
Goals Objectives
Success
Indicators
Processes &
Strategies
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.Appendix D - Informal Proposals.
JMmz&s^
Lrv^l-^s^ ^StZ~ /t^esf~t~^ "C
pk4* <s^^
The application which I will crea^Js based on the future of the de
signer in the publication of/fSoQks.jThe application will be an inter
active (electronic) book. The-ope"fations of the book will be as inter
active as can be achieved at the present time with the technologies at
hand. The book (probably created with HyperCard) will give the user
the ability to read/ view/ listen to the presented information, as well as
add their own theories (via. written text) to the actual text through
linking devices (buttons). The "bjfkk" itself will not be fully interactive.
I will not allow the user to actually interfere with presented text which
will be created. The user will have the ability to create additional
cards in the stack (as reference materials) and link them to the card(s)
that they have
"new" information about. The ability for the text to be
both read and write simultaneously has many benefits. The book will,
unlike most published works, have the ability to expand as new ad
vancements in advertising and design technology are developed. The
book will be self evaluating because of its interactive nature.
/1/lA/ro r^^^L
Tf^p^^^-
In recent years the field of Graphic design has changed and in some cases
merged with other fields such as computer science {tkfuuyli conipuldi yidpli- jlr
_ icsfand photography (through odvoiiieb in MdciiHOUli software such oa Adube^-fb
'-"*"
Photoshop). Todays media (bcit Advertising, design, photography, book pub
^sbiogT-etCTl has become more dynamic than linear due to advancements in
technology. The thought patterns of today are different than those considered
up to date only a few years ago. Jdn\ac-tQ-ue the new medians a tool for ed
ucation, archiving, consumer growth, and advertising hos^dcbTn'tfa critical is
sue in our time. Guidelines to structure the computer screen for commercial
use have only recently been developed. They are rigid and divide the screen
into document and commercial space. I am interested in exploring the new
media developments in technology and design. "Designing the page and de
signing the screen", should not be as separate a subject as it is presently.
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IEvaluative Systems Semiotics
Addition -- <A.
AdvertismentContent:
ample olThis ad, for Folgers coffee, is an ex
addition. It uses comparison and added elements as
a basis for selling the product. The companson is
simple; a jar of Folgers coffee has been placed
beside (therefore compared to) a jar of "another
leading
brand"
of decaffinated coffee
The ad contains:
1. Two jars of coffee, the product being sold and a
brand being used for comparison.
2. Two cups, one real and one added by an artist
later.
3. Headline and body copy.
Semiotic/Visual Rhetoric:
The ad contains several semiotic signifiers
which help sell its product. The ad is shown as
a simple comparison which uses the product
and "another leading brand of coffee". The two
jars represent the two brands of coffe which
are being compared The brand to the right is
the product which the ad is selling. The brand
to the left is an iconic signifier which is
understood to be representative of all other
leading decaffinated coffees. Looking at the
companson brand closer, one may notice that
the colors and shape of the jar are a symbolic
^
Quit Map Bib/Gloss Return
Evaluative Systems Semiotics
Addition
Advertisment Content:
This ad, for Folgers coffee, is an example of
addition. It uses comparison and added
elements as a basis for selling the product . The
companson is simple; a jar of Folgers coffee has
been placed beside (therefore compared to) a [
jar of "another leading
brand"
of decaffeinated
coffee The ad contains:
1. Two jars of coffee, the product being sold
and a brand being used for comparison
2. Two cups, one real and one added by an
artist later.
3 Headline and body copy
Semiotic/Visual Rhetoric Elements-
The ad contains several sermotic signifiers
which help sen its product The ad is show
as a simple comparison which uses the
product and "another leading brand of
coffee"
The two jars represent the two
brands of coffee which are being
compared. The brand to the nght is the
product which the ad is selling The brand to
the left Is an iconic signifier which is
understood to be representative of all other
leading decaffeinated coffees. Looking at
mm jssa.
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The "Evaluative
Systems"
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compilation of advertisments
which can be used by students,
advertisers, art directors, and
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for the understanding of the
principles ot
"Semiotics."
The images in this stack have
been collected for their ability
to properly present at least
one principle of Semiotics or
Visual Rhetoric.
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The twentieth century is rapidly coming to a close; the rushing flood
waters of technology have begun pouring into our homes. In recent
decades communication technology has developed at an
exponential rate. The development of digital computers, cable TV
and interactive media have helped route the waters directly to the
consumer. The era of radio, television, and video has begun to pass.
A new age, of laptop computers, cellular phones,and digital images
has given consumers an appetite for new technology.
The persistent development of technology has changed the way
people work and think. The separation between TV, radio, computer,
and other communicationmedia will soon become indistinguishable
from one another. Current trends in communication technology
have merged the best elements of each medium to produce
multimedia applications. A storm front of new technology has
landed and it brings with it the tide of change.
Multimedia applications will become the communication network of
the twenty-first century. Videophones, interactive books (in CD-ROM
format), and interactive TV are slowly emerging as the foundation
blocks for this newmultimedia revolution.
Linear systems used in books and education have become obsolete.
Recent developments in multimedia communications have brought
about new approaches of thinking, learning, and teaching.
The linear system is being overpowered by systems based on non
linear or "Network" modes of thought. This example (figure 1 .0) of a
non-linear navigation map or
"Web"
was structured from one of
these theories. The
"Web,"
shown is a flowchart, represents a series of
individual stacks (ie.the spoke-like appendages)which are linked
together to form a larger
"Megastack" (ie.AdTech).
AdTech, a prototype interactive hypermedia application, uses a
nonlinearmode of communication as its foundation. The
"Web"
shown in (figure 1 .0) was derived from a metaphor based on the
web of a spider and is the primary navigational tool used to develop
AdTech. The "Web" can be represented in either an asymmetrical
or symmetrical manor which aides in its usability as a tool. The user,
ofAdTech, has full access to any area of the
"megastack"
at all
times. They have the ability to read and write comments, references,
or add additional stacks to the information currently present in the
"megastack." AdTech has been designed to develop alongside
technology and grow through future use.
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-Appendix L - AdTech Intro Stack.
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Pioneers instrumental in shaping American graphic design
1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
KAUFFER, E. McKnight
1890-1954
AGHA, Mehemed Ferny
1896-1978
SUTNAR, Ladislav
1897-1971
BINDER, Joseph
1898-1972
BRODOVITCH, Alcacey
1898-1971
COINER, Charles
1898- 1989
BATTER, Herbert
1900-1985
CASSANDRE, AM.
1901-1968
FONTABRY, Robert
BEALL, Lester
1903-1969
KEPES, Gyorgy
1906-
EAMES, Charits
1907-1978
EAMES, Ray
1907- 1988
MATTER, Herbert
1907-1984
BURTIN,WiTl
1908-1972
GIUST1. George
1908-1990
NTTSCHE, Erik
1908-
HURLBURT, Mai
1910-1983
UOMNI.Ud
1910-
GOLLEN, WiJJosm
1911-1959
PINELES, Ope
1911-1991
TK3MPSCjN,BwJbury
1911-
TSCMCHOLD.Jan
1912-1974
RAND, Paul
1914-
LUSTIG, Alvin
1915-1955
BASS, Saul
1920-
DAN3GER, Louis
1923-
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-Adfech.
AdTech Intro Stack
Resource Type Resource # Resource Name Imaae Name Card* Page/Slot
Pict l Adtech Logo Animation none
Pict 2 Adtechl Logo Animation none
Pict 3 Adtech2 Logo Animation none
Pict 4 Adtech3 Logo Animation none
Pict 5 Adtech4 Logo Animation none
Pet 6 Adtech5 Logo Animation none
Pict 7 AdtechcS Logo Animation none
Pict 10 listen Hendiadys - Listen Perfume ad 2 2/6
Pict 11 gridl text grid layout 2 none
Pict 12 kissl Amaretto ad 2 7/5
Pict 13 artimptittel Art Implied - Hersheys ad 2 5/6
Pict 14 surel Sure roll-on ad 2 4/6
Pict 15 map2.2 NovMap (sml) 2 none
Pict 20 MapS NovMap Org) 3 none
Srvd 31197 HonkyTonlc 1 music
Xcmd 1011 showPict none
Art of Advertising Stack
Resource TvDe Resource # Resource Name Imaae Name Card# Page /Shot
cKid 128 Projector - none
Icon 1013 Next Arrow none
Icon 1014 Prev Arrow none
Pict 1 logtitiel Continental Ins ad (sml) 2 5/9
Pict 2 artastittel Little Switzerland ad (sml) 2 4/20
Pict 3 artintitlel Fendi ad (smrj 2 4/9
Pict 4 artimptitle 1 Hersheys ad (sml) 2 5/6
Pict 10 artinl Christian Brother); Brandy ad 4 4/10
Pict 11 arttn2 Paul Stuart-Expressions ad 5 4/11
Pict 12 artin3 FendiWatch ad 3 4/9
Pict 13 artirvl Kohler ad 6 4/12
Pict 14 arrin5 Forbes ad 1 &7 4/13
Pict 15 artin6 Northland ins ad 8 4/14
Pict 16 artin7 Oldsmobile ad 9 4/15
Pict 20 artosl Michael Max Leather od 10 4/16
Pict 21 arta-2 Levis ad 11 4/17
Pict 22 artas3 Little Switzerland ad 14 4/20
Pict 23 artas7 Post It ad 12 4/18
Pict 25 artas9 Duracel ad 16 5/1
Pict 26 artaslO Pepsi ad 17 5/2
Pict 27 artasll Sothebys scotch ad 18 5/3
Pict 28 artosl 3 T-Bird ad 13 4/19
Pict 29 arias14 Teachers scotch ad 20 5/5
Pict 30 artasl5 AbsolutWarhol ad 1 8; 19 5/4
Pict 40 artimp 1 Hersheys ad 21 5/6
Pict 41 artimp2 Godivaad 21 5/7
Pict 42 artimp3 Parker ad 22 5/8
Pict 50 Iogo2 Continental Ins ad 23 5/9
Pict 51 logo4 Northstar Ins ad 24 5/10
Pict 52 logoj Principal ins ad 25 5/11
Pict 56 logo6 Yatsuda Ins ad 26 5/12
Pict 4000 green NovMap Translation 3-26 none
snd calipso 1 music
Xcmd 1011 showpict none
Xcmd 4321 qtmovie none
-Adfech-
Resource Type
Icon
Icon
Resource #
1013
1014
Resource Name Image Name
nejct arrow
prev arrow
Glossary/Bibliography Stc
Page and Slot
none
none
UserAdded Info Stack
Resource Type
Icon
Icon
Resource #
1013
1014
1:' IMII'-Tl.'i-l.-r Imaae Name Card* Page/Slot
none
none
Pict
Pict
1
2
Coding
Coding 1
2
2
none
none
Pict 4000 Yellow Nav Map Translation 3-5 none
Xcmd 1011 ShowPict none
Medid Technology Stdci
Resource Type Resource # Resource Name Imaae Name Card* Page/Slot
CKW 128 Projector - none
Icon 1013 NextArrow _ none
Icon 1014 Prev Arrow none
Pkot 1 alien American Express ad 4 4/4
Pict 2 bud budwieser ad 1 8c4 4/2
Pkot 3 celico Toyota Celica ad 4 4/1
Pict 10 bacardl bacardl rum ad 7 4/7
Pict 11 samsung-dog Samsung audio ad 7 4/5
Pict 12 sure sure & natural ad 7 4/6
Pkot 13 theft kodak ad 7 4/8
Pict 14 kodachrome kodachrome ad Org) 4 4/3
Pict 15 kodachromel kodachrome ad (sml) 2 4/3
Pict 16 sure2 sere ad (sml) 2 4/6
Pict 17 dr.p Dr. pepper tv ad cut 2 none
Pict 18 lister 1 Llsterine TV ad cut 2 none
Pkot 4000 red NavMap Translation 4-8 none
snd 8229 danish2 radio ad 5 none
snd 26479 levissnd radio ad 5 none
snd 28419 nltzasndl 1 music
snd 28981 sprite radio ad 5 none
Xcmd 1011 showpict none
Xcmd 4321 atmovie
Xcmd 6463 PictureHlde
Xcmd 6464 PictureShow
AJfech-
Evaluative Systems Stac
Resource Type Resource # Resource Name Imaae Name Card* Page/stol
Icon 1013 NextArrow none
Icon 1014 Prev Arrow none
Pkot 3 2 Addition - Folgers ad 3 1/1
Pkot 4 4 Ambiguity - Eastern ad 4 1/2
Pkot 5 7 Anacoluthon - Brandy ad 5 1/3
Pkot 6 8 Anacoluthon 2 - JficB ad 6 1/4
Pkot 7 10 Antimetabole - SWncare ad 7 1/5
Pet 8 11 Antimetabole 2 - Kodak Printer ad 8 1/6
Pict 9 12 Antimetabole 3 - Denka ad 9 1/7
Pkot 10 13 Antonomasia - Grand Marnier ad 10 1/8
Pict 11 14 Asyndeton - J&B ad 11 1/9
Pkot 12 15 Chiasmus - Remote ad 12 1/10
Pict 13 16 Circumlocution (A) - Gio Perfume ad 13 1/11
Pict 130 16a Circumlocution (B) - Gio part 2 13 1/12
Pkot 14 17 Circumlocution 2 - Cambridge ad 14 1/13
Pkot 15 18 Circumlocution 3 - Abso San Fran ad 15 1/14
Pkot 16 19 Circumlocution 4 - AmericanAIr ad 16 1/15
Pkot 17 21 Double Entendre - Minolta ad 1 &17 1/16
Pict 18 23 Double Entendre 2 - Tamaron ad 18 1/17
Pkot 19 26 Ellipses - Glenfiddch ad 19 1/18
Pict 20 25 Ellipses 2 - Southern Comfort ad 20 1/19
Pkot 21 28 Ellipses 3 - Tylenol ad 21 1/20
Pkot 22 29 Equivocal - Finlandia ad 22 2/1
Pkot 23 30 Equivocal 2 - Forbes ad 23 2/2
Pkot 24 31 Euphemism - Subaru ad 24 2/3
Pkot 25 35 False Homology - Westinghouse ad 25 2/4
Pkot 26 36 False Homology 2 - Ziploc ad 26 2/5
Pkot 27 38 Hendiadys - Listen Perfume ad 27 2/6
Pkot 28 39 Hendiadys 2 - Southern Comfort ad 2B 2/7
Pkot 29 41 Hyperbole Audi ad 29 2/8
Pkot 30 44 Hyperbole 2 - Rodenstock ad 30 2/9
Pkot 31 43 Identical - MGA TV ad 31 2/10
Pkot 32 42 Identical 2 - Kohler ad 32 2/11
Pkot 33 44a Inversion - Canon EOS1 ad 33 2/12
Pkot 34 45 Litotes - Honda ad 1 8c 34 2/13
Pkot 35 46 Litotes 2 - Ford Plus Ins. ad 35 2/T4
Pkot 36 47 Metaphor - FeatherWates ad 36 2/15
Pkot 37 48 Metaphor 2 - Molson Golden ad 37 2/16
Pkot 38 49 Metonymy - JficB od 38 2/17
Pkot 39 51 Metonymy 2 - PeachTree ad 39 2/18
Pkot 40 52 Metonymy 3 - MRF Tech, ad 40 2/19
Pkot 41 54 Opposition - Joe Boxer ad 41 2/20
Pict 42 55 Opposition 2 - Fisher ad 42 3/1
Pkot 43 56 Opposition 3 - Sheer rim ad 43 3/2
Pkot 44 57 Oxymoron - Albtate ad 44 3/3
Pkot 45 58 Paradox - Forbes ad 45 3/4
Pkot 46 60 Paradox 2 - Volkswagen ad 46 3/5
Pkot 47 62 Periphrases Bounce ad 47 3/6
Pict 48 63 Periphrases 2 - Scotch film ad 48 3/7
Pict 49 64 Periphrases 3 - Merit ad 49 3/8
Pkot 50 66 Preterition
- Swanson ad 50 3/9
Pkot 500 66a Preterttkon 2(A) - lllford ad 51 3/10
Pict 501 66b Preterition 2(B) - lllford ad 51 3/11
Pkot 51 69 Preterition 2(C) - lllford ad 51 3/12
Pkot 52 71 Repetition - USAIr ad 52 3/13
Pkot 53 71a Repetition 2 - Dekyuper ad 53 3/14
Pict 54 72 Similarity - Marlboro ad 54 3/15
Pkot 55 73 Simikority - Maxxum i ad 55 3/16
Pict 56 76 Suspension - Volkswagen ad 56 3/17
Pkot 57 75 Suspension 2(A & B)
- Payday ad 57 3/18
Pkot 570 75o On
above-
tlnz. 57 3/18
Pkot 58 77 Synechdoche
- Northwest Air ad 58 3/19
Pict 59 78 Tautology - Pan Am ad
59 3/20
Pkot 4000 purple Nav Map Translation 3-59
1
none
Music
Snd 20559 Funky
Xcmd 1011 showPict
none
Xcmd 6463 PkotureHide none
Xcmd 6464 PkotureShow 1
-Adfech.
Ad Creation Stack
Resource Type Resource # Resource Name Imaae Name Card# Page/Slot
end ia Projector _ none
Icon 1013 Next Arrow _ none
Icon 1014 PiwAnow - none
Ptet 1 Sector* vert2 vert page (MvWon (rHi 2 none
Pfcl 2 12/4 grid texl grid (m) 2 none
Pfcl 3 dMcovw od (vnl) 2 7/20
Pld 4 dr.)) DrJodCrt) 2 7/10
Wd 5 gueul Gum loons ad (nf) 2 7/4
Pfcl 6 rreaurel twoKJ rroafcjre od (irrt) 2 6/11
Pfct 7 whatl VW -What' od (vrt) 2 6/3
Pld 8 mcrtjaol Morboro od (mri) 2 7/13
Ptd 2D 2 col 2 eOkrrti grid 34, none
Pict 31 ? consul ?coL,m-i/ 1 2rc-w tent grid 4 none
Ptat 22 3 cd 3 coUty- grid 3A4 none
Pld 23 3 cot tart 3cokjriTi/ 1 2row ion grid 4 none
Ptd 24 4 col 4 co*ljtt i ghd 3&4
Ptd 25 d COllOKI acoOTri/ 1^iow text grid 4 none
Pld 26 6od 6 coOttj grid J4d
Pfct 27 6 collart 5cofcjrrrV 1Sow text grid 4 none
Pld 46 page layout? BAWpoigedhMon 8 none
Ptd 47 Mdtaniwrtl cdor page dvWan (verttcd) 188 none
Pld 48 tedtonthorll catoi page dMtfon (r-ortzontd) 8 none
Pld 60 goudjf Qt-XJdy lype kttt~o 5 none
Pld 61 gororoond gaanond type cxttp*o 5 none
Pld 62 bodoni bodonl typennple 5 none
Pld 63 new century new t-emjr-' type norncto 5 none
Pld 64 r-of^Tico hervetlca type tample 5 none
Pfct 66 torn grid l Type placement (on grid) samp 7 none
Pld 66 lop grid Type pjoeoment (Clow-up) 7 none
Pld 67 pot grid lype decerned (ckHe-Ltp) 7 none
Pld 66 rypeffie E- chart 6 none
Pld 69 fvi-fc^ jji-yl- none
Pld 79 beigion Belgian cafeod 9 5/13
Pld ao Iront project Hut)ration of thxto sorui j 1 9 none
Pld 81 toe* project Huttf
Otlor'
Of fturto t tip? 9 none
Pfct 82 maker lender VW
'ftywatter'
(foryboard 10 5/14
Pld 83 t-noraii VW
tuwd' rforyboard II 5/15
Pld 200 vwodl VW "ki the
bug'
ad 12 5/16
Pld 201 VWod2 VW# onvwr od 12 5/17
Pld 202 VWodJ VW "don't
lough'
ad 12 5/18
Pld 203 VWodd VW economy
"
od 12 6/19
Pfct 204 VWod5 VW -12bper
pound'
ad 12 5/20
Pfcl 205 VWod6 VW trk
nol"
ad 12 6/1
Pld 206 VWod7 VW
cTtteWtft'
od 12 6/2
Pld 207 VWodfi VW -What ri
It?-
od 12 6/3
Pld 208 VWooP VWiliugry'od 12 6/4
Pld 220 Abtotutodl AbtoUArman 13 6/5
Ptef 221 AD**Jad2 AbuU Apped 13 6/6
Pfcl 222 ACKJUOCU AbtoUBotlon 13 6/7
Pld 223 AteofcJotM AtnokJ lrrwghl 13 6/B
Pld 224 AtJKJMOOS AtxoM Cameron 13 6/V
Pld 225 Ab**Jad6 AfwrAjt Lor .jmort 13 6/10
Pfcl 226 AbKiUad7 AtaoU Treojue 13 6/11
Pld 227 AbesUade AbeoUSeraon 13 6/12
Ptd 228 AbtoUatf? AtMoUAnanlo 13 6/13
Ptef 229 AtMOUodlO ACkjU Pepper 13 6/14
Pfcf 230 Tonquaayodl Tcnquaray "bock Up
" 14 6/15
Pfcl 231 1 t-riquarayod? lanquaroy
Trrllotlon' 14 6/16
Pld 232 IanquCTovod3 Icrtquatay
"Model' 14 6/17
Pld 233 IcntjjatT/aOt liTxjjarcjy
'rocnarch' 14 6/18
Pld 234 lanquaroyocfi lonq-jaray
'dote-up' 14 6/19
Pld 235 Tcnqua>tovod6 longuoioy
"
wreath
' 14 6/20
Pfcl 260 ex2 PHtn poiti-rnf) od 15 7/1
Pld 251 wx6 camel dgaferle od 15 7/2
Pld 252 ex6 ChrWIonDtor perfijjme od 15 7/3
Pfcl 263 WX9 Gum leantod 15 7/4
Pld 254 ex12 Amoetlo d Soronno od 15 7/6
Ptef 255 en14 Obrawtori lew men od 15 7/6
Pld 256 w15 ChrvaiRegdod 15 7/7
Pld 257 tex!7 Jovon
'rrju*'
od 15 7/8
Pfcl 270 ogo Andie aqo (canon eat) od 17 7/97/10Pld 271 dr.| Dr.) amm tod tproy) od 17
Pfcl 272 NeOen fiic helden (orrwlcan exprea) od 17
7/11
Pld 273 mfcey MdceyMonne/Gontdet/Unftac (wheal germ)od 17
7/12
Pld 280 mcrt> MorfcOO c-xrilry omitted
7/13
Pfcl 28 1 pyramid Beefeoter -m omitted
7/14
Ptd 2*2 tn*joronl ncuci and coflee
Pld 283 thecal Mourt gay ri/n od
omrtled 7/16
Pfct 290 koiogi kialoggi v^edd-K od
omitted 7/17
Pld 291 riml Vkgno 9n od * 1
Pfct 292 napol W(jro smt Od i'2
omitted 7/19
293 dKcovc DW-j-jvoi t;ardO0
cmftled 7/20
PteJ
4000 duo NovMap liarWolton 3-17
none
rxJ
19945 boCM
1 iTroic
Xcmd none
XOTXJ 1011 tfyjwplci
Xcmd 4321 Qlrrxsvle none
Xcmd 6463
6464
PfctiJieHkJo
Pfctuosnow
.AppendixT - Project Evaluation.
fc^fc^
Basic User Evaluation Questions and Answers.
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh system?
A) First time user
B) 1- 6 months
C) 7-12 months
D) 1- 2 years
E) 2- 5 years
F) more than 5 years
2) How many other Computer systems hove you worked with...
A) None (First Time User)
B) None (Macintosh Only)
Ol
D) 2
E)3-4
F) more than 4
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? (Please choose most frequent)
A) None (First time user)
B) None (Macintosh Only)
O IBM (or PC compatible)
D) Amiga
E) Sun Systems
F) Other
4) Have you ever worked with an interactive network?
A) Yes
B) No
O Unsure
If yes, Is the AdTech network easier or more difficult to use...
A) Easier
B) More difficult
O Indifferent
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control?
A) Too much
B) Too little
C) Indifferent
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education
In the future?
A) More helpful
B) More harmful
C) Indifferent
7) Do you feel that AdTech is an effective tool for learning?
A) Yes
B) No
C) Unsure
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech In use?
A) Yes
B) No
C) Unsure
9) Do you feel that navigation within AdTech is...
A) Ejctremely Flexible
B) Flexible
O Indifferent
D) Rigid
E) Extremely Rigid
10) Are the Individual stack Intro cards helpful?
A) Yes
B) No
C) Unsure
11) Are the map cards easy to understand?
A) Yes
B) No
C) Unsure
12) Is the user note pad a feature which you would use...
A) Always (100%)
B) Often (50%)
C) Sometimes (25%)
D) Indifferent (when needed)
E) Never
13) Do you feel that the use of the user note pad will enhance user comprehension of the material
within AdTech?
A) Yes
B) No
C) Unsure
14) Does the 'Help
Card'
serve its purpose? (i.e. Does it help)
A) Yes
B) No
C) Unsure
15) Does the arrangement of Information on the screen seem...
A) Logical
B) Illogical
16) Is the screen text...
A) Very legible
B) Legible
C) Indifferent
D) Illegible
E) Very illegible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech...
A) Useful
B) Indifferent
C) Useless
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech...
A) Useful
B) Indifferent
C) Useless
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech...
A) Useful
B) Indifferent
C) Useless
20) Do you feel the music within the "Intro
Animation"
and the "Intro
Cards" Is...
A) Pleasant
B) Indifferent
C) Annoying
21) What are your Impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic Informational card?
A) Good layout
B) Fair layout
C) Indifferent
D) Bad layout
E) Horrible layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen Is ...
A) Too much info
B) Adequate amount of Info
C) Indifferent
D) Inadequate amount of info - . .
.
I- " '*
fc.'-.
--
-
23) Do you think the interactive glossary feature It better ot -worse than a .normal.glossary? .
A) Better feature n^*-1-
B) Indifferent
C) vyoisaJeatore
''
-
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5, where do you think It fits...
1) Doesn't meet expectations
2) Needs more work
3) Functional
4) Meets all expectations
5) Surpasses all expectations
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again?
A) Yes
B) Indifferent
ONo
1) How long hove you wotked on a Macintosh System? F) mote than 5 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? B) None (Macintosh Only)
3) What other types of coputer systems have you used? B) None (Macintosh Only)
4) Have you ever worked with an Interactive network? B) No
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control? C) Indiffetent
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education in the future?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech Is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? C) Unsure
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech is... C) Indiffetent
1 0) Ate the individual stack Intro Cards helpful? C) Unsure
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use... C) Sometimes (25%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
A) Yes
14) Does the Help Card serve its purpose? (I.e. Does it help) A) Yes
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem... A) Logical
16) Is the screen text,. B) Legible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech... B) Indifferent
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech... B) Indifferent
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech... B) Indifferent
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards is... B) Indifferent
21) What are your impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic informational card? A) Good layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen is... C) Indifferent
23) Do you think the Interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5. where do you think it fits... 3) Functional
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
@
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? F) more than 5 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? E) 3-4
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? C) IBM (or PC compatible)
4) Have you ever worked with an interactive network? A) Yes
If yes. Is the AdTech network easier or more difficult to use... C) Indifferent
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control? B) Too little
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education In the future''
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? A) Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech Is... B) Flexible
10) Ate the Individual stack Intro Cards helpful? A) Yes
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use... B) Often (50%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
A) Yes
14) Does the Help Card serve its purpose? (i.e. Does it help) A) Yes
15) Does the arrangement of Information on the screen seem... A) Logical
16) Is the screen text... B) Legible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech... A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech... A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech... A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards is... C) Annoying
21) What ate your Impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic informational card? A) Good layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen is... B) Adequate amount of info
23) Do you think the interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful B) Indifferent
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5. where do you think it fits... 5) Surpasses all expectations
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
(-Y
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? D) 1- 2 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? B) None (Macintosh Only)
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? B) None (Macintosh Only)
4) Have you ever worked with an Interactive network? A) Yes
If yes, is the AdTech network easier or more difficult to use... C) Indifferent
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little conttol? C) Indiffetent
6) Do you feel that Intetactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education in the future?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech Is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? A) Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech is... A) Extremely Flexible
10) Are the Individual stack Intro Cards helpful? A) Yes
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use... B) Often (50%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
C) Unsure
14) Does the Help Card serve its purpose? (i.e. Does it help) A) Yes
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem... A) Logical
16) Is the screen text... B) Legible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech... A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech... A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech.., A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards is... B) Indifferent
21) What are your Impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic informational card? A) Good layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen is... B) Adequate amount of Info
23) Do you think the Interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5. where do you think it fits... 4) Meets all expectations
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
(3
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? D) 1- 2 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? C) 1
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? C) IBM (or PC compatible)
4) Have you ever worked with an interactive network? B) No
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control? C) Indifferent
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education In the future?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? A) Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech is... C) Indifferent
1 0) Are the individual stack Intro Cards helpful? A) Yes
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? C) Unsure
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use... C) Sometimes (25%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the uset Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
B)No
14) Does the Help Card serve its purpose? (i.e. Does it help) C) Unsure
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem... A) Logical
16) Is the screen text... B) Legible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech... A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech... A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech... A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intto Cards is.,, C) Annoying
21) What are your Impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic informational card? B) Fair layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen is.,. A) Too much info
23) Do you think the interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5, where do you think it fits,., 3) Functional
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? D) 1- 2 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? C) 1
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? C) IBM (or PC compatible)
4) Have you ever worked with an Interactive network? B) No
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control? C) Indifferent
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education in the future?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech Is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? A) Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech is... A) Extremely Flexible
10) Are the Individual stack Intro Cards helpful? A) Yes
1 1 ) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use., C) Sometimes (25%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
C) Unsure
14) Does the Help Card serve its purpose? (i.e. Does it help) A) Yes
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem... A) Logical
16) Is the screen text... A) Very legible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech... A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech., A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AaTech,. A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards is... B) Indifferent
21) What are your impressions of the screen layout of Adtech's basic informational card? A) Good layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the scteen is... B) Adequate amount of info
23) Do you think the interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5, where do you think it fits... 5) Surpasses all expectations
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? D) 1- 2 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? B) None (Macintosh Only)
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? B) None (Macintosh Only)
4) Have you ever worked with an Interactive network? A) Yes
If yes, is the AdTech network easier or more difficult to use,.. B) More difficult
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control? C) Indifferent
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education in the future?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? A) Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech Is... B) Flexible
10) Are the individual stack Intro Cards helpful? C) Unsure
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? C) Unsure
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use,. C) Sometimes (25%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
A) Yes
14) Does the Help Catd serve its purpose? (i.e. Does it help) C) Unsure
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem,. A) Logical
16) Is the screen text., D) Illegible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech., A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech,. A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech... A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards is,. A) Pleasant
21) What are your Impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic informational card? B) Fair layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen is... A) Too much info
23) Do you think the interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5, where do you think it fits,, 3) Functional
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? B) Indifferent
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? D) 1- 2 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? D) 2
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? C) IBM (or PC compatible)
4) Have you ever worked with an Interactive network? A) Yes
If yes. Is the AdTech network easier or more difficult to use., C) Indifferent
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control? C) Indiffetent
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education in the future?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? A) Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech is... B) Flexible
10) Are the individual stack Intro Cards helpful? A) Yes
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use., B) Often (50%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
A) Yes
14) Does the Help Card serve its purpose? (i.e. Does it help) A) Yes
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem... A) Logical
16) Is the screen text., B) Legible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech., A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech,. A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech... A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards Is... B) Indifferent
21) What are your Impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic informational card? B) Fair layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen is... B) Adequate amount of info
23) Do you think the Interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5. where do you think it fits,, 4) Meets all expectations
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? A) First time user
2) How many other computer systems have you used? E) 3-4
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? F) Othet
4) Have you ever worked with an Interactive network? A) Yes
If yes, is the AdTech network easier or more difficult to use... A) Easier
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control? C) Indifferent
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education in the future?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AaTech is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? A) Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech Is,. B) Flexible
10) Are the individual stack Intro Cards helpful? A) Yes
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use., C) Sometimes (25%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
A) Yes
14) Does the Help Card serve its purpose? (i.e. Does it help) A) Yes
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem... A) Logical
16) Is the screen text... A) Very legible
17) Are the print ad examples within Adtech., A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech., A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech., A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards is... A) Pleasant
21) What are your Impressions of the screen layout of AdTechs basic informational card? A) Good layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen is., B) Adequate amount of info
23) Do you think the interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5, where do you think it fits., 5) Sutpasses all expectations
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
Q1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? F) more than 5 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? F) more than 4
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? C) IBM (or PC compatible)
4) Have you ever worked with an interactive network? A) Yes
If yes. Is the AdTech network easier or more difficult to use,. B) More difficult
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control? A) Too much
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education in the future?
C) Indifferent
7) Do you feel that AdTech Is an effective tool for learning? C) Unsure
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? C) Unsure
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech is... C) Indifferent
10) Are the individual stack Intro Cards helpful? C) Unsure
11) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use., C) Sometimes (25%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
C) Unsure
14) Does the Help Card serve its purpose? (i.e. Does it help) C) Unsure
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem.. A) Logical
16) Is the screen text., D) Illegible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech., A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech., A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech., A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards Is... A) Pleasant
21) What are your impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic informational card? C) Indifferent
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen is... A) Too much info
23) Do you think the interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5, where do you think It fits,, 2) Needs mote wotk
25) Would you evet wish to use AdTech again? B) Indifferent
1) How long hove you worked on a Macintosh System? D) 1- 2 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? E) 3-4
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? C) IBM (or PC compatible)
4) Have you ever worked with an Interactive network? B) No
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control? C) Indifferent
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education In the futute?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech Is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? A) .Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech Is., B) Flexible
10) Are the individual stack Intro Cards helpful? A) Yes
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use,. A) Always (100%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
A) Yes
14) Does the Help Card serve its purpose? (i.e. Does It help) A) Yes
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem.. A) Logical
16) Is the screen text., B) Legible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech,, A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech,, A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech,. A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards Is., A) Pleasant
21) What are your impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic informational card? A) Good layout
22) Do you feel the amount of Information displayed on the screen Is., B) Adequate amount of info
23) Do you think the Interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5. where do you think It fits., 4) Meets all expectations
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
Y'
&
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? D) 1- 2 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? D) 2
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? C) IBM (or PC compatible)
4) Have you ever worked with an interactive network? B) No
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little control? C) Indifferent
6) Do you feel that interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education in the future?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? A) Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech Is... C) Indifferent
10) Are the individual stack Intro Cards helpful? A) Yes
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use., B) Often (50%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
A) Yes
14) Does the Help Card serve its purpose? (i.e. Does it help) A) Yes
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem.. A) Logical
16) Is the screen text., B) Legible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech,, A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech., A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech., A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards is.. A) Pleasant
21) What ate yout Impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic Informational card? A) Good layout
22) Do you feel the amount of Infotmatlon displayed on the screen is., B) Adequate amount of info
23) Do you think the Interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5, where do you think it fits... 4) Meets all expectations
25) Would you ever wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? E) 2- 5 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? E) 3-4
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? C) IBM (or PC compatible)
4) Have you ever worked with an Interactive network? C) Unsure
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little conttol? C) Indifferent
6) Do you feel that Interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education In the future?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech Is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech In use? A) Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech Is... A) Extremely Flexible
10) Are the individual stack Intro Cards helpful? A) Yes
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use., D) Indifferent (when needed)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
A) Yes
14) Does the Help Card serve Its purpose? (i.e. Does it help) A) Yes
15) Does the arrangement of Information on the screen seem.. A) Logical
16) Is the screen text,, A) Very legible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech., A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech., A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech., A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards is... B) Indifferent
21) What are your Impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic Informational card? A) Good layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen Is... B) Adequate amount of info
23) Do you think the Interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5, where do you think it fits... 5) Surpasses all expectations
25) Would you evet wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
//
1) How long have you worked on a Macintosh System? E) 2- 5 years
2) How many other computer systems have you used? E) 3-4
3) What other types of computer systems have you used? C) IBM (or PC compatible)
4) Have you ever worked with an Interactive network? A) Yes
If yes, Is the AdTech network easier or more difficult to use.. A) Easier
5) Do you feel that AdTech gives the user too much or too little contral? A) Too much
6) Do you feel that interactive networks such as AdTech will be more helpful or harmful to education in the future-?
A) More helpful
7) Do you feel that AdTech is an effective tool for learning? A) Yes
8) Would you like to see more applications such as AdTech in use? A) Yes
9) Do you feel that Navigation within Adtech is.. A) Extremely Flexible
10) Are the individual stack Intro Cards helpful? A) Yes
1 1) Are the Map Cards easy to understand? A) Yes
12) Is the user Note Pad a feature which you would use., B) Often (50%)
13) Do you feel that the use of the user Note Pad will enhance user comprehension of the material within Adtech?
A) Yes
14) Does the Help Card serve Its purpose? (i.e. Does It help) A) Yes
15) Does the arrangement of information on the screen seem... A) Logical
16) Is the screen text.. A) Very legible
17) Are the print ad examples within AdTech... A) Useful
18) Are the radio ad examples within AdTech., A) Useful
19) Are the QuickTime movie examples within AdTech., A) Useful
20) Do you feel the music within the Intro Animation and the Intro Cards is,. A) Pleasant
21) What are your impressions of the screen layout of AdTech's basic informational card? A) Good layout
22) Do you feel the amount of information displayed on the screen is... B) Adequate amount of info
23) Do you think the interactive glossary, bibliography, and timelines features are useful A) Useful
24) When rating AdTech on a scale from 1 to 5, where do you think It fits., 5) Surpasses all expectations
25) Would you evet wish to use AdTech again? A) Yes
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.AppendixU - Specs for Equipment Used.
v Famllon MacRecorder Sound System
A
The MacRecorder Sound System is an
audio workshop that lets you record,
edit, and play back live or prerecorded
sound on your Macintosh. Use the
MacRecorder Sound System to enhance
your desktop presentations and training
materials with voice and music. Or
design interactive tutorials for
music, speech, and foreign
language study.
The MacRecorder digitizer
features a built-in microphone.
mike jack, line-in jack, and
input level control. Simply
plug the digitizer into the
printer or modem port of your
Macintosh, and use one of the
software packages to begin recording.
SoundEdit
"
is a sound editing
application that allows you to record.
edit, and mix voice, music, and sound
effects. Sound appears on the screen
ggiZZiCg
Make Waves. SoundBdlt displays sound for editing
graphically in color or black and white.
Sound Central for
HyperCard. Click to set
sampling or compression
rate, test input level,
and record.
as a waveform for easy editing. Cut
and paste just like text. Choose a
sampling rate or compression ratio to
control memory usage.
HyperSound'"
is a HyperCard
stack that works like a tape recorder.
HyperSound will copy a sound to any
stack and automatically create a button
to play the sound.
The HyperSound Toolkit contains
everything you need to make your own
HyperCard stacks that record and play
sampled and compressed sound. Create
your own sound accessories, like
volume control, with the Toolkit's
external programming routines.
-'.- Familon ,--*,-
i .Yfc. isi II
! .. > ! IB --."- I
rr-r ZZZ |ss|
jfcP.. 1
For Do-lt-Yourselfers. Everything you
need to make stacks that record and ploy
back sound.
Technical features
All three software packages let you record
and play sampled sound at 22 KHz, 11 KHz.
7 KHz. and 5 KHz. and compressed sound al
ratios of 3:1. 4:1, 6:1. and B:l
BoundEdrt
* Four-channel miner
? Special effects including amplify, back
wards, bender, echo, envelope, filter,
flanger, loopback. revert, and tempo
? Spectrogram and sonogram tools create
visual map of sound frequencies
Opens a range of file formats and
resources. Including AIFF and instrument
files, and HyperCard and System resources
HyperSound
* Copy sounds to and from any HyperCard
stack or the Clipboard
? Plays stereo and compressed sound
? Automatically creates a button to play a
sound in any stack
HyparSound Toolkit
i> XCMDs and XFCNs to record and play com
pressed pr uncompressed sound in any stack
? External routines for set volume, input level
test, and spund list display
* Royalty-free license to distribute XCMDs and
XFCNs as part of your own HyperCard stacks
Package includes
? MacRecorder digitizer
? Audio cable
? SoundEdit software
* HyperSound stack
? HyperSound Toolkit slack
* User's guide
? Registration card
Recommended configuration
* Macintosh Plus or later model with hard disk
? One megabyte RAM
? Two MacRecorder packages to record
m
stereo and Macintosh II or later
model to
play stereo sound
Forallon Computing, ln<
2000 Powell Street. Sur.z 600 -"araUonComputing
tmerYville. CA 94608 JSA Copyright 1990
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.AppendixV - Technical Requirements to use AdTech.
To use the Adtech Interactive Media Network there are several technical
specifications that need to be met
1) The Macintosh computer used to run AdTech must have at least 6 Megabytes
of RAM allocated specifically for the HyperCard application. A large amount of
memory would also be helpful. If using a SyQuest external drive to opperate the
application one needs to make sure that the SyQuest drive is unlocked; AdTech
is a read/write application which reauires this for the User Added Information
stack to function properly.
2) The
"thesisinprogress" folder and the "atmovies" folder must always be
present when the AdTech Interactive Media Network is being usea on either
an external or internal hard-drive. The first holds the main body of the network
and the second holds all of the TV ad (i.e. QTMovie) resources. Without these
folders AdTech will not work properly; if at all.
3) HyperCara's memory needs to be set at 9000. To do this click on the
HyperCard icon once, then click "get
Info"
in the pull down menu "file". Set the
memory of HyperCard to 9000.
4) If a copy of the application is being placea onto a hard-drive or SyQuest
drive the user must transfer the
"atmovies"
and
"thesisinprogress"
foiaers to the
new drive. Once this is done, the user needs to change the scripts for the
"play"
buttons on the cards listed below:
Stack name Card name Ad name
Media Technology Television tech Dr. Pepperl
Miller
Computer Tech listerine
Art of Advertising Art as Ad- Levis
jeans TV ad Levis
Levislight
Aa Creation The StoryBoard
Sex & erotica
funeral
miller
The script for the individual play buttons need to be changed so that they read
exactly as seen below:
QTMovie openMovie, rect, "(New Drive Name):qtmovies:
(name of individual resource)", "345,125", rect of cd btn
"play", noController, closeOnFinish
note: The user needs to set each of the stacks to "userlevel
5" before the user
can change the scripts.
AppendixW - Slides.
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